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The 24th Nordic
Conference in the
Sociology of Religion

PROGRAM

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
CONFERENCE VENUE
University of Oslo, Georg Sverdrups Hus (GS), Moltke Moes vei 39, 0851 Oslo
INTERNET ACCESS
Network: conferences
Password: SpaceTime147
LUNCH
Lunch will be served in the basement of Georg Sverdrups Hus (GS). Coffee, tea and snacks
will be served on the 2nd floor.
SOCIAL EVENTS
Tuesday July 31, 20:30–22:00 Welcome reception at Oslo City Hall.
Address: Rådhusplassen 1.
Wednesday August 1, 19:30–22:30 Evening fjord cruise S/S Helena w/shrimp buffet (drinks
must be purchased individually).
Departs from Rådhusbrygge 3.
Thursday August 2, 19:00–23:00 Conference dinner at Nedre Foss Gård.
Address: Nordre gate 2.
All social events are included in the conference fee.
MONEY EXCHANGE, CURRENCY
Norwegian kroner (NOK) is the official currency in Norway. Major international credit cards
are accepted in most places in Oslo. There are also ATM/cash machines (Minibank) available
in the city center.
TRANSPORT
From and to the airport: Airport Express Train/Flytoget (runs every 10 to 20 min.) or a more
inexpensive option: NSB local trains (lines L12, R10, and R11).
To conference venue: Metro line 4 and 5. Tram line 17 and 18.
EMERGENCY CALLS
Ambulance 113, Police 112, Fire brigade 110.
INTERNATIONAL CALLS
Dial + or 00 followed by the country code of the receiving country. The Norwegian country
code is +47 or 0047.
PHARMACY AND MEDICAL SERVICES
There are several pharmacies in Oslo and one at the university campus. Look for “Apotek” in
the university building.
SMOKING
Smoking is not allowed at the conference venue or any other public indoor establishment (such
as restaurants, bars, shopping malls, train stations etc.).
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WELCOME TO OSLO
On behalf of the organizing committee of the 24th Nordic Conference in the Sociology of
Religion 2018, we would like to welcome you to Oslo. University of Oslo, in cooperation
with KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview Research and Norwegian School of
Theology, are proud to host the 24th NCSR conference.
The organizing committee consists of Inger Furseth (University of Oslo), Ånund Brottveit
(KIFO), Ann Kristin Gresaker (KIFO), Pål Ketil Botvar (KIFO), Lars Laird Iversen
(Norwegian School of Theology), and Pål Repstad (University of Agder). Research Assistant
Netta Marie Rønningen has assisted the secretariat.
NCSR conferences are arranged bi-annually in one of the five Nordic countries. Although
these conferences primarily draw Nordic sociologists of religion, they are increasingly
becoming an arena for international scholars, a development we appreciate and welcome.
The theme for the NCSR2018 is “Religion, Politics, and Boundaries.” Growing religious
diversity characterizes most countries across the world, often linked to the globalization of
migration, politics, economies, and the media. The diversity offers new challenges of
managing religion in countries that previously were more religiously homogenous. As many
countries are characterized by complex patterns of both increasing public visibility of religion
and secularization, religion is often at the center of political contestations.
On the one hand, politicians struggle to develop public policies that balance human rights,
equal opportunities for religious minorities, and the continuation of older religious traditions.
On the other hand, various groups and political parties use religion to draw social, political,
and symbolic boundaries – and some use violence to make themselves visible and enact their
policies. Our hope is that NCSR2018 will provide us with a more thorough understanding,
theoretically and empirically, of the links between religion, politics, and boundaries.
The program includes four plenary sessions with three highly interesting keynotes (Mark
Juergensmeyer, Line Nyhagen, and Lorne Dawson) and a presentation of the main findings
from the NOREL project (Lene Kühle, Mia Lövheim, Knut Lundby, and Inger Furseth).
There are altogether 18 Thematic Sessions, each with 1-3 subsessions, and more than 90
presentations.
We are proud to welcome you to the campus of the University of Oslo. We have also selected
a variety of locations in the heart of Oslo for conference activities – the City Hall, the Oslo
fjord, and Nedre Foss Gård at Günerløkka - that we hope will inspire interesting discussions.
Inger Furseth, Netta Marie Rønningen, and the conference organizing committee
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Mark Juergensmeyer
Professor of Sociology and Global Studies, Kundan Kaur Kapany Chair of
Global and Sikh Studies, Fellow and Founding Director, Orfalea Center for
Global & Int'l Studies, University of California at Santa Barbara, USA
The Global Rise of Religious Violence
In the global era, the quest for identity and certainty has given rise to new
religious movements, some with strident and violent political agenda. This presentation
explores the origins and future of movements as varied as ISIS and Hamas, Jewish extremists
in Israel, Buddhist activism in Southeast Asia, and right-wing Christian militants in Europe and
the US, based on interviews and case studies around the world.

Line Nyhagen
Reader in sociology, Loughborough University, UK
Contestations of Feminism, Secularism and Religion
Secular and religious women have a history of fighting for women’s rights
and gender equality. Yet, feminist and women’s movements in the West are
largely understood as secular and as rejecting religion, while “religion” is
often perceived as the antithesis of empowerment and emancipation. This
talk problematizes the boundaries between feminism, secularism and religion by examining
different secular feminist views on religion and contrasting views on feminism among religious
women. Nyhagen argues normatively for a feminist political stance that defends both religious
and secular women’s voices and their participation in democratic deliberation.

Lorne Dawson
Professor of Sociology and Legal Studies at University of Waterloo, Canada
and Director of Canadian Network for Research on Terrorism, Security and
Society (TSAS), Canada
Understanding the Role of Religion in the Radicalization of Foreign
Fighters in Syria and Iraq
This talk examines key insights gleaned into the process of radicalization
leading to violence from three years of research involving interviews with jihadist foreign
fighters in Syria and Iraq, and the families and friends of such fighters. Particular attention is
given to the ongoing debates about the nature and relative significance of social and ideological
factors in determining whether someone commits to becoming a fighter and potential martyr.
Interpretive misconceptions about the role of religion in this regard are specifically addressed
with an eye to counteracting pervasive religious and secular biases that may be handicapping
programs to prevent violent extremism
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PROGRAM
TUESDAY JULY 31
20:30–22:00 Welcome reception – sponsored by the Mayor of Oslo

Oslo City Hall

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 1
09:00–10:15 Arrival, registration

GS, ground floor (gf)

Refreshments
10:15–10:30 Welcome and opening

GS, Aud. 1, gf

Inger Furseth
10:30–11:45 Plenary session 1

GS, Aud. 1, gf

Inger Furseth, Lene Kühle, Mia Lövheim and
Knut Lundby:
Religious Complexity in the Nordic Public Sphere
Chair: Pål Repstad
11:45–13:00 Lunch (lunch pack)

GS, basement

13:00–15:00 Paper sessions A

GS, 2nd floor

15:00–15:30 Tea/coffee break

GS, 2nd floor

15:30–17:30 Paper sessions B

GS, 2nd floor

19:30–22:30 Evening fjord cruise S/S Helena w/shrimp buffet
(drinks must be purchased individually)

THURSDAY AUGUST 2
09:00–10:15 Plenary session 2

GS, Aud. 1, gf

Mark Juergensmeyer:
The Global Rise of Religious Violence
Chair: Pål Ketil Botvar
10:15–10:45 Tea/coffee break

GS, 2nd floor

10:45–12:45 Paper sessions C

GS, 2nd floor
5

12:45–14:00 Lunch (lunch pack)

GS, basement

14:00–15:15 Plenary session 3

GS, Aud. 1, gf

Line Nyhagen:
Contestations of Feminism, Secularism and Religion
Chair: Lars Laird Iversen
15:15–15:30 Tea/coffee break

GS, 2nd floor

15:30–17:30 Paper sessions D

GS, 2nd floor

19:30–23:00 Conference Dinner at Nedre Foss Gård

FRIDAY AUGUST 3
10:00–12:00 Paper sessions E

GS, 2nd floor

12:00–13:00 Lunch (lunch pack)

GS, basement

13:00–14:15 Plenary session 4

GS, Aud. 1, gf

Lorne Dawson:
Understanding the Role of Religion in the Radicalization
of Foreign Fighters in Syria and Iraq
Chair: Ånund Brottveit
14:15–14:45 Closing

GS, Aud. 1, gf
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PAPER SESSIONS OVERVIEW
Session:
Room
3511
Undervisningsrom 1

A: Wedn. 8/1
13.00-15.00
1 Religion and
Extremism

B: Wedn. 8/1
15.30-17.30
6 The Category
of “Religion”
and State
Control

C: Thurs. 8/2
10.45-12.45
11 Journalism,
Secularization,
and Religion

D: Thurs. 8/2
15.30-17.30
16 Majority
Religions,
Migrants, and
Integration

E: Fri. 8/3
10.00-12.00
21 Religion and
Humour –
Negotiation and
Conflict

3512
Undervisningsrom 2

2 Mosques in
Europe –
Conceptual
Questions and
Empirical
Challenges
3 The Politics of
Religious
Nationalist
Exclusion
4 Religious
Rituals and
Change

7 Majority
Religions,
Migrants, and
Integration

12 Religion and
Extremism

17 Religion in
Western Secular
Democracies: In
Flux or
Inflexible?

22 Woman’s
Body Between
Sacred and
Secular

8 Religious
Diversity:
Experiences and
Responses
9 Youth and
Religion

13 Religious
Diversity:
Experiences and
Responses
14 The Politics of
Religious
Nationalist
Exclusion

18 The Category
of “Religion” and
State Control

23 New Age and
Alternative
Spirituality

19 Religion,
Politics and
Human Rights

5 Religion and
Humour –
Negotiation and
Conflict

10 Religion in
Care – Care in
Religion

15 Contesting
Religion. The
Media Dynamics
of Cultural
Conflicts in
Scandinavia

20 Majority
Religions and
Non-Religion

24 Interreligious
Relations –
BridgeBuilding,
Dialogues, and
Governmentality
25 The Category
of “Religion”
and State
Control

3513
Undervisningsrom 3
3521
Grupperom 1

3524
Grupperom 4
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PAPER SESSIONS PROGRAM
Information to all presenters:
If you have a powerpoint presentation, please come to the session room 15 minutes before the
session begins to download it to the computer. Note that for sessions with five papers, each
presentation is maximum 15 minutes. For sessions with four papers or less, each presentation
is maximum 20 minutes.

Paper session A: Wednesday August 1
13:00-15:00 1 Religion and Extremism (3511 Undervisningsrom 1)
Session organizer: Uzair Ahmed
1 – Determinants of Support for Islamist and Jihadist Groups: Evidence from
Seven Countries
Eylem Kanol
2 – When Terror Goes to School: Analyzing the Militants’ Justification
Narrative on the Army Public School Attack in Pakistan
Mian Naqib Hamid
3 – Radicalisation and Religious Emotions
Ragnhild Sørbotten Moen

13:00-15:00 2 Mosques in Europe – Conceptual Questions and Empirical Challenges
(3512 Undervisningsrom 2)
Session organizers: Brian Arly Jacobsen, Kristine Sinclair and Niels Valdemar
Vinding
4 – Gender Counter-Power in the Mosque
Pernille Friis Jensen
5 – The Politics of Mosque Building in Denmark
Brian Arly Jacobsen
6 – Theorizing and Operationalizing Power in the Study of Mosques
Niels Valdemar Vinding
7 – What is a Mosque in the European Context and Why? Is It a Worship Place
or Something Else?
Ahmet Onay
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13:00-15:00 3 The Politics of Religious Nationalist Exclusion (3513 Undervisningsrom 3)
Session organizer: Eviane Cheng Leidig
8 – Hijacking Religion & Identity Politics on Facebook
Mona Abdel-Fadil
9 – Boundary Work in the Norwegian Church Abroad
Lars Laird Iversen
10 – Christian Nationalism in Norway and the Exclusion of Muslims
Torkel Brekke
11 – Serving the Norwegian People with Islamophobia: Analyzing the Rhetoric
about Islam and Muslims of Hege Storhaug and Human Rights’ Service (HRS)
Sindre Bangstad

13:00-15:00 4 Religious Rituals and Change (3521 Grupperom 1)
Session organizers: Sabina Hadzibulic and Emir Mahieddin
12 – The Holy Communion for Children and Ritual Change
Olaf Aagedal
13 – Who is Baptized? A Study of Socioeconomic, Regional and Gender
Differences in Child Baptism 2005 and 2015
Pernilla Jonsson, Andreas Sandberg and Patrik Svensson
14 – The Sufi Ritual of Samāʿ: A New Perspective, by the Chishtī Master
Mawlānā Khwāja ʿUbaydullāh Multānī (d. 1888)
Muhammad Touseef
15 – The Democratization of Death Rituals and the Meaning of Eternity
Ida Marie Høeg

13:00-15:00 5 Religion and Humour – Negotiation and Conflict (3524 Grupperom 4)
Session organizers: Pål Ketil Botvar, Ann Kristin Gresaker and Olav Hovdelien
16 – Breaking or Building Borders: Muslims and Ethnic Humour in Two
Norwegian Comedies
Sofia Sjö
17 – The Use of Humour in Alternative Religious Magazines
Irene Trysnes
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18 – Norwegian Stand-Up Comedians’ Jokes on Religion
Ann Kristin Gresaker
19 – Functions of Religious Humour
Andreas Häger

Paper session B: Wednesday August 1
15:30-17:30 6 The Category of “Religion” and State Control (3511 Undervisningsrom 1)
Session organizers: Teemu Taira, Tuomas Äystö and Riina Keto-Tokoi
20 – What’s the Use of the Category of “Religion”? Registering Religious
Communities as a Case
Teemu Taira
21 – Category of Religion in the Finnish Criminal Court
Tuomas Äystö
22 – Legal Cases as Source Material for the Sociology of Religion
Lene Kühle
23 – Explicit Contents, State Advisory? Exploring Lawfare and Lived Religion
Helge Årsheim

15:30-17:30 7 Majority Religions, Migrants, and Integration (3512 Undervisningsrom 2)
Session organizers: Peter B. Andersen and Pål Ketil Botvar
24 – Views on Multiculturalism among Young People in Norway and Sweden
Pål Ketil Botvar
25 – Church Tax. Tax or Membership Fee?
Sidsel Kjems
26 – Priests as Strategic Actors in a Local Religious Field: Studying a Religious
Minority from a Theory of Field’s Perspective
Anders Aschim
27 – Serbian Orthodox Church in Sweden
Sabina Hadzibulic
28 – The Invisible Rise of Latin-American Evangelical Christianity in Sweden
Mahieddin Emir
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15:30-17:30 8 Religious Diversity: Experiences and Responses
(3513 Undervisningsrom 3)
Session organizer: Douglas Ezzy
29 – Religious Boundary Making and Cosmopolitan Identities: Comparing
Muslims, Christians and Nonbelievers in a Super-Diverse City
Ariadne Driezen
30 – Silence and Sameness and Self-Information Control. Why Staff at the
Norwegian Church Abroad Avoid Politics
Lars Laird Iversen
31 – The Problem with Mosques and Temples: What Explains the Attitudes of
Finns towards Public Visibility of Culturally Alien Religions?
Kimmo Ketola
32 – Minimising Social Conflict Relating to Religion: The Role of AntiDiscrimination Legislation
Douglas Ezzy
33 – Ethnicity and the Administrative Structures of Selected Churches in the
Nigerian City of Calabar
Christian Onyenaucheya Uchegbue

15:30-17:30 9 Youth and Religion (3521 Grupperom 1)
Session organizer: Ida Marie Høeg
34 – Continuity and Change in Finnish University Students’ Worldviews
Karoliina Dahl
35 – Young Christian Identity in a Secular Country
Tore Witsø Rafoss
36 – Religious Socialization: A Critical Assessment
Maria Klingenberg
37 – Hybrid Religious Identities of Gen Z Australians
Anna Halafoff
38 – Simplifying Diversity – Experiences from a Survey on Youth and Religion
in Sweden
Maria Klingenberg
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15:30-17:30 10 Religion in Care – Care in Religion (3524 Grupperom 4)
Session organizers: Anne Birgitte Pessi, Anna Sofia Salonen and Jenni Spännäri
39 – (Im)Moderation in Everyday Food Consumption
Anna Sofia Salonen
40 – Reciprocal Care and Worldview Negotiations in Older Adults’ Group
Activities
Jenni Spännäri
41 – Cooperation between the Religious and the Secular in Welfare Services:
Producing Choice for Clients?
Susanna Rieppo
42 – Religion Through the Prism of Welfare. The Contribution of Research
about Religion and Welfare to Sociology of Religion in the Nordic Countries
Annette Leis-Peters

Paper session C: Thursday August 2
10:45-12:45 11 Journalism, Secularization, and Religion (3511 Undervisningsrom 1)
Session organizer: Henrik Reintoft Christensen
43 – Between Secularity and Religious Diversity: Journalistic Dilemmas and
Strategies in Contemporary Sweden.
Mia Lövheim
44 – Religion and Journalism
Henrik Reintoft Christensen
45 – Locating Mediatized Civil Religion – Theoretical Considerations
Jere Kyyrö

10:45-12:45 12 Religion and Extremism (3512 Undervisningsrom 2)
Session organizer: Uzair Ahmed
46 – Religious Sectarianism and Religion
Uzair Ahmed
47 – Explaining Hostile Interreligious Attitudes
Eylem Kanol
48 - Everyday resistance –the counter narratives of jihadism
Marius Linge
12

10:45-12:45 13 Religious Diversity: Experiences and Responses
(3513 Undervisningsrom 3)
Session organizer: Douglas Ezzy
49 – The Protection of Cultural Diversity against New Religious Movements: A
Multiculturalist Paradox Exemplified in Colombia
Jean Paul Sarrazin
50 – Cool Culture and Religiosity as Acceptance or Hindrance to Religious
Diversity
Anders Bäckström
51 – Questioning People or Ideas? Swedish Teachers on Controversial Issues in
the RE Class Room
Anders Sjöborg, Maximilian Broberg, Malin Löfstedt
52 – From Secularization to Pluralization. Changing Religious Paradigm in
Mexico?
Armando Grcia Chiang

10:45-12:45 14 The Politics of Religious Nationalist Exclusion
(3521 Grupperom 1)
Session organizer: Eviane Cheng Leidig
53 – Buddhist Islamophobia: Transcending the Nation?
Iselin Frydenlund
54 – Lynchistan: How Does Vigilante Justice Frame the Discourse on Minority
Rights and Identities in India
Palak Rao
55 – From Cyber-Hindutva to Ab Ki Baar Trump Sarkar: Indian Diaspora
Support for Brexit and Trump
Eviane Cheng Leidig

10:45-12:45 15 Contesting Religion. The Media Dynamics of Cultural Conflicts in
Scandinavia (3524 Grupperom 4)
Session organizer: Mia Lövheim
56 – Contested Religion and Media Dynamics
Knut Lundby
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57 – The Emotional Labour of Creating Religious Controversies Online
Mona Abdel-Fadil
58 – Attention, Please! Conflict-Centred Media Materials in Religious
Education
Audun Toft
59 – Media Islam: Countering Negative Stereotypes
Mattias Pape Rosenfeldt

Paper session D: Thursday August 2
15:30-17:30 16 Majority Religions, Migrants, and Integration
(3511 Undervisningsrom 1)
Session organizers: Peter B. Andersen and Pål Ketil Botvar
60 – Religion, Networks and Integration: African Catholics in Finland
Hanna Kaisa Piironen
61 – Religious Identity When a Diaspora Turns from Temporary to Permanent
Anneli Winell
62 – Veil as Part of the Work Uniform in Finland
Katri Karhunen
63 – Turban in the Public Sphere – Sikh Orthodoxy in the Norwegian Integration
Processes: The Benefits of Not Being a Muslim
Pär Johan Danielsson

15:30-17:30 17 Religion in Western Secular Democracies: In Flux or Inflexible?
(3512 Undervisningsrom 2)
Session organizer: Robin Presthus
64 – Evolution of the European Court of Human Rights and Effects on Religious
Freedom
James T. Richardson
65 - Religion in the Era of Trump and Macron: Contemporary Issues in
American and French Democracy
Robin Presthus
66 – Religion in the Consumer Culture: Marketization of Churches
Laura Hanna Kokkonen
14

67 – Housing Markets without Halal Loans: Financial Exclusion of Nordic
Muslims?
Malik Larsen

15:30-17:30 18 The Category of “Religion” and State Control (3512 Undervisningsrom 2)
Session organizers: Teemu Taira, Tuomas Äystö and Riina Keto-Tokoi
68 – Filling out the Gaps in Law – Also When There Is No Law. Some Principal
Issues in the Danish State Recognition of Religious Denominations Outside the
National Church
Margit Warburg
69 – Active Support and Public Funding of Religion – Values and Rights
Kristin Skarning Eriksson
70 – Dealing with Religious Claims within the Norwegian Welfare System
Ragnhild Laird Iversen
71 – Impartial Sources and Other Justifications for Registering a Religious
Community in Finland
Essi Mäkelä

15:30-17:30 19 Religion, Politics and Human Rights (3521 Grupperom 1)
Session organizer: Lucian Cirlan
72 – Dialectics in Tocqueville’s Analysis of the Relationship between Religion
and Politics
David Huisjen
73 – Political Religion – Everyday Religion
Pål Repstad
74 – Ambedkar and the Ambedkarite Buddhist Movement in India
Pradip Barua
75 – Human Rights vs. Traditional Values in Romania. Mobilizing to Define
“Marriage” in the Constitution
Lucian Cirlan
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15:30-17:30 20 Majority Religions and Non-Religion (3524 Grupperom 4)
Session organizer: Helge Årsheim
76 – Approaches to Religion among Secular Young Adults
Sivert Urstad
77 – Nones of Oslo: Indifferent in a (Post) Protestant Discourse
Erlend Hovdkinn From
78 – The Russian Orthodox Church and Moral Debates in Russia
Elena Stepanova

Paper session E: Friday August 3
10:00-12:00 21 Religion and Humour – Negotiation and Conflict
(3511 Undervisningsrom 1)
Session organizers: Pål Ketil Botvar, Ann Kristin Gresaker and Olav Hovdelien
79 – “Putting the Fun Back into Fundamentalism”: Toying with Islam in
Comedy
Mona Abdel-Fadil
80 – The Relationship between Religion and Humour According to General
Population Surveys
Pål Ketil Botvar
81 – Religion and Humour: Breaking Barriers One Joke at a Time? The Case of
Muslim Stand-Up Comedians
Lina Molokotos-Liederman
82 – Two Catholic Priests and Their Use of Humour in Different Forms of Media
Olav Hovdelien

10:00-12:00 22 Woman’s Body between Sacred and Secular (3513 Undervisningsrom 3)
Session organizer: Inger Furseth
83 – Religion, Attitudes to Abortion and Women’s Embodied Rights
Sarah-Jane Page
84 – Gender, Religion and Part Time Work
Ingunn Breistein and Irene Trysnes
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10:00-12:00 23 New Age and Alternative Spirituality (3512 Undervisningsrom 2)
Session organizer: Lars Ahlin
85 – New Agers versus Evangelicals. A Strong Division with Far-Reaching
Implications
Jean Paul Sarrazin
86 – The Societal Background for the Explosive Growth of Alternative Therapy
(Including Yoga, Meditation and Mindfulness)
Lars Ahlin
87 – Tracking the “Religious” in Soka Gakkai International
Petra Tlčimuková

10:00-12:00 24 Interreligious Relations – Bridge-Building,
Governmentality (3524 Grupperom 4)
Session organizer: Ånund Brottveit

Dialogues,

and

88 – Theories of Integration and Religious Traditions
Magdalena Nordin
89 – Religious Diversity – Dialogues, Interrelations and Governmentality
Ånund Brottveit
90 – Governance of Religious Diversity in Germany
Anna Körs
91 – “Encounter of the Third Kind” The Bahai’s – German Templars Relations
in Haifa and Akko at the 1870s
Shay Rozen
92 – The Dynamics of Salafi Islam: Cooperation and Tensions within Pekanbaru
Muslim Society
Andri Rosadi

10:00-12:00 25 The Category of “Religion” and State Control (3527 Grupperom 7)
Session organizers: Teemu Taira, Tuomas Äystö and Riina Keto-Tokoi
93 – Caught in Categories. A Case of Oligopoly Dynamics in the Penitentiary
System
Kees de Groot
94 – The Formation of a Faith Community in Sweden. The Alevi Federation and
the Swedish State Support to Faith Communities
Hege Markussen
17

95 – Obscuring the Control of State in Turkey: The Articulation of Discourse of
Private Islam
Riina Keto-Tokoi
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ABSTRACTS
1. RELIGION AND EXTREMISM
Session organizer: Uzair Ahmed, University of Oslo, Norway
1. Determinants of Support for Islamist and Jihadist Groups: Evidence from Seven
Countries
Eylem Kanol, WZB Berlin Social Science Center, Germany
eylem.kanol@wzb.eu
How widespread is support for Islamist and Jihadist groups among Muslims and what are the
driving factors behind this support? Using data from representative surveys fielded by the WZB
among 5,167 adult respondents in 7 countries (Cyprus, Germany, Israel, Kenya, Lebanon,
Palestine, and Turkey) I investigate the prevalence and determinants of support for two Jihadist
(Al Qaida and ISIS) and four Islamist (Hamas, Hizbollah, Hizb ut-Tahrir and Muslim
Brotherhood) groups. First, I test for grievance based explanations which associate
radicalization with socioeconomic and political marginalization. I operationalize
socioeconomic status by using variables such as level of education, employment status and
household income. Experiences of religious discrimination and feelings of political exclusion
are used to measure political marginalization. Second, I focus on the role of religion and
religiosity. Whether religiosity facilitates extremism is a highly contested and controversial
one. In order to disentangle different components of religiosity I construct three indices which
correspond to three different dimensions of religiosity: religious orthodoxy, religious
knowledge, and religious fundamentalism. While controlling for other relevant factors, I
analyze the impact of the independent variables upon support for the six extremist groups by
using Ordinary Least Squares regressions.
2. When Terror Goes to School: Analyzing the Militants’ Justification Narrative on the
Army Public School Attack in Pakistan
Mian Naqib Hamid, Lahore Grammar School Defence International Degree Programme,
Pakistan
naqibhamid@yahoo.com
On 16 December 2014, militants from the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (Fazalullah group)
carried out a blatant terrorist attack on the Army Public School (APS) in Peshawar, Pakistan in
which more than 150 people were killed. 132 of these were children. This attack, on women
and school children who are generally classified as “non-combatants” in Islamic theology of
war as well as international law, was regarded as theologically legitimate by the militants who
published online texts and audio-visual material presenting their justification narrative for their
killing at APS. This paper is based on a detailed qualitative textual analysis of these materials
and seeks to analyze the discursive construction of the justification narrative. The main
research question is: How was the APS attack’s justification discursively constructed by the
militants? The research results demonstrate the intricacies related to (re)defining “noncombatants” as “combatants in actuality” in this narrative and the discursive, meaning-making
strategies through which attacks like that on APS are justified by their perpetrators.
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3. Radicalisation and Religious Emotions
Ragnhild Sørbotten Moen, University of Agder, Norway
ragnhild.sorbotten@uia.no
In the years 2012 to 2016, thousands of young boys and girls travelled from western countries
to Syria as foreign fighters to join ISIS. Left behind was communities in disbelief and in need
for a deeper understanding of radicalisation processes. As part of my Ph.D.-project within the
field of sociology of religion, I have conducted interviews with individuals who are former
members of Islamist groups and organisations that support violent jihad. The informants have
expressed how they understand their own radicalisation and pointed at the religious, social and
emotional factors that drove their processes towards violence. In this paper, I will tell some of
their stories. From working with the material in this research, the topic of emotions emerged.
Subsequently, this paper poses the question: “What role does emotions play in a radicalisation
process, and are emotions meaningful to study in the search to understand the role of religion
in a radicalisation process?” I will argue why there is reason to examine the emotional driving
forces in the continuous search to understand religious radicalisation, particularly the emotion
of shame and the religious emotions that arises upon encountering manipulative and forceful
propaganda.

2. MOSQUES IN EUROPE – CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS AND
EMPRICAL CHALLENGES
Session organizers: Brian Arly Jacobsen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Kristine
Sinclair, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark and Niels Valdemar Vinding, University
of Copenhagen, Denmark
4. Gender Counter-Power in the Mosque
Pernille Friis Jensen, Copenhagen University, Denmark
Hlp361@hum.ku.dk
The past thirty years female religious leadership has emerged and expanded in most parts of
the world, and are increasingly recognized as a vital contributor to the transformation of the
formal sphere of Islamic authority: The mosque. Denmark’s first only women-led mosque,
Mariam Mosque, is an example of this. However, though women generally have become more
active, they still play a secondary role in most mosques in Denmark. This study asks, how are
mosques in Denmark gendered and how do Muslim women struggle with power and authority
internally in the mosque? As a part of the research project “Power of the Mosques” funded by
DFF, the study takes different mosques of ethnic, religious and geographical variety in
Denmark as sites of entry into understanding the forms and relations of power (and counterpower) of mosques in Denmark. I apply a qualitative method in order to acquire an in-depth
understanding of the women’s position and ability to exercise (religious) authority and the use
of such authority to reinforce or change norms within the religious organization. The study is
informed by observations in select mosques, semi-structured interviews with female mosque
users and chairmen as well as analysis of relevant documents.
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5. The Politics of Mosque Building in Denmark
Brian Arly Jacobsen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
brianj@hum.ku.dk
This paper discusses the changing politics of mosque building in Denmark, the different kinds
of conflict surrounding the building of a mosque in Denmark and the symbolic appropriation
of territory by the mosque. The politics of mosque building is, above all, a genuine political
conflict both on a local and national level. The dynamics of border-drawing in liminal zones
of cultural and religious contact and mixing to sort out questions of territory is evident when
mosques are built. But we should be careful not to imagine this tension as a straightforward
conflict between border-makers (agents of state power, ideological entrepreneurs, national
activists), and border-subverters ((religious) activists, locals, ordinary people, border landers).
In practice, individuals, groups, and institutions have played both roles, articulating and
policing some boundaries, inscribing others with new meanings, dismissing still others as
meaningless or illegitimate. The following micro-level case study is intended to illustrate the
complicated and dynamic interplay created by different actors simultaneously engaging a
variety of boundaries: those of nation-states, of religious jurisdiction and building practice of
mosques in Denmark.
6. Theorizing and Operationalizing Power in the Study of Mosques
Niels Valdemar Vinding, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
lbm993@hum.ku.dk
A key part of the project “Power of the Mosques” funded by the Danish Research Council
(2017–2020) is to study the complex power forms and relations constituent to the Danish
mosques and produce a multifaceted power diagnostics of the forces at play in and around
Danish mosques. This builds on a hypothesis of multidimensional forms of power in
conceptualising the mosque. We assume a dialectics of power between agency and relationality
that tie subject to power (Foucault 1982), and allows us to view power in and around mosques
as capacity and agency within structuration (Giddens 1984), and as processes of mobilizing
and politicising (Laclau & Mouffe 1985), while maintaining the dialectic required to analyse
power as social and religious activism and counter-power (Wiktorowicz 2002), to resistance
(Butler 1990; Mahmood 2004), institutional power (Parsons 1990; DiMaggio and Powell 1991,
15–18) and as discourse, language and symbolic power (Bourdieu 1991). Building on much of
this theory and early empirical findings, this paper systematises and operationalises the
understandings of power in our study of mosques by pinning out the different forms of power
at play – institutional, relational, subjectivising and oppositional – in order to demonstrate their
different rationales, function and impact.
7. What is a Mosque in the European Context and Why? Is It a Worship Place or
Something Else?
Ahmet Onay, Mehmet Akif Ersoy University, Turkey
aonay@mehmetakif.edu.tr
Why are the numbers of mosque buildings growing so rapidly in recent decades? Who are
supporting this trend and why? Who are going to mosques and why? What is going on inside
mosques in the heart of the Europe? Where and how are imams getting their religious
education? What are actually inside the heads of imams in the Europe? Are these places used
for the purposes of worship or are they Trojan horses and are their attendees dangerous soldiers
against to the Europeans and to their values? This study will take into account a number of
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factors in terms of religious, social, economic, institutional, political etc. (independent
variables) related to mosques in the Danish context, the role of mosques will be investigated.
In doing so, some local sceptical thoughts and attitudes such as fear of globalisation and
trapping inside will also be investigated.

3. THE POLITICS OF RELIGIOUS NATIONALIST EXCLUSION
Session organizer: Eviane Cheng Leidig, University of Oslo, Norway
8. Hijacking Religion & Identity Politics on Facebook
Mona Abdel-Fadil, University of Oslo, Norway
mona.abdel-fadil@media.uio.no
Yes to wearing the cross whenever and wherever I choose (YWC) is a vibrant Norwegian
Facebook group with roughly 120,000 likes. YWC was originally created as a single cause
group to protest the fact that a Norwegian PBS news anchor was barred from wearing a cross
while reading the news, but rapidly morphed into an online space where xenophobic ideas
intermingled with a spectrum of perspectives on religion. My online ethnography of YWC
shows that “Muslims” top the list of scapegoats. Still, rather than functioning as a mere filter
bubble, YWC attracts a range of Facebook users with a spectrum of opinions. Thus, views
rarely stand uncontested. At times, the various contestations take an intriguingly similar form.
For instance, despite competing worldviews and agendas, the conservative Christians,
nationalists, humanists, fervent secularists, and ardent atheists in YWC, can all be said to be
“hijacking religion” in a variety of ways – all of which entail some form of othering. In this
talk, I discuss the notion of “hijacking religion,” and how it appears to be part of a broader
contemporary trend of nationalist identity politics.
9. Boundary Work in the Norwegian Church Abroad
Lars Laird Iversen, MF Norwegian School of Theology, Norway
lars.l.iversen@mf.no
This paper is based on field interviews of staff of the Norwegian Church Abroad (NCA) in the
USA in 2016. It investigates the boundary work done by NCA staff to manage the intertwined
border zones between religion and non-religion, on the one hand, and Norwegianness and nonNorwegianness, on the other. The NCA experiences friction between claiming a universal
message, and being an organization with a mandate to cater to Norwegians abroad. I shall
discuss three instances of boundary. First, strategies for dealing with local poverty. Second,
strategies for dealing with congregants who do not speak Norwegian, often descendants of
Norwegian emigrants. Third, strategies for dealing with expressions of anti-immigration
rhetoric, islamophobia or racism among congregants. Marzouki, McDonell and Roy argue that
religion is being mobilized as a marker of national or civilizational identity by right wing
populist movements across Europe and the USA. They point to how this process often happens
against the protests of mainstream churches, also historic national churches. The Norwegian
Church Abroad constitutes an illuminating case of how national church cultures negotiate the
exclusions and inclusions inherent in being a church with a national mandate.
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10. Christian Nationalism in Norway and the Exclusion of Muslims
Torkel Brekke, University of Oslo and Peace Research Institute, Norway
torkel@prio.org
This paper uses qualitative data from 2015 and 2016 in the form of elite interviews, political
party programs and political magazines belonging to a small Christian party to analyse how
nationalists on the Christian Right exclude Muslims from the Norwegian nation and define
them as an existential threat. The analysis has its focus on three issues. Firstly, it looks at how
Biblical narratives and symbols are used to define the nation and its boundaries. Secondly, it
looks at how Muslims and Islam are construed as an enemy to the nation. Thirdly, it looks at
how the Labour Party is imagined to conspire to undermine and destroy Christianity from
within by open the nation to Muslim refugees.
11. Serving the Norwegian People with Islamophobia: Analyzing the Rhetoric about
Islam and Muslims of Hege Storhaug and Human Rights’ Service (HRS)
Sindre Bangstad, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview Research, Norway
sindre.bangstad@kifo.no
The bestselling popular title on Islam and Muslims in Norway of all times is Hege Storhaug’s
self-published 2015 Islam: The 11th Plague of the Nation (Islam – Den 11. landeplage). The
work of a government-funded and supported civil society activist, the book rehashes rhetorical
ideas and tropes omnipresent in what Lean (201|5) has characterized as the international
“Islamophobia industry” – and most particularly the ideas and tropes central in the work of
Ayaan Hirsi Ali (Ali 2014) – and tailor them to Norwegian nationalist and far-right rhetoric.
Central to the popularity and political “usefulness” of Storhaug and the HRS’ rhetoric since
2001 has been its ability to tap into more mainstream and widespread discourses in which
Muslims are constituted as a preeminent threat to the future sustainability of the welfare state
and gender equality in Norway. This paper, which takes two of Storhaug’s books as its starting
point, is the first systematic study of Storhaug’s and her organisations’ rhetoric about Islam
and Muslims, and of the ways in which Storhaug and the HRS’ propaganda against Islam and
Muslims in Norway achieve their effects.

4. RELIGIOUS RITUALS AND CHANGE
Session organizers: Sabina Hadzibulic and Emir Mahieddin, Uppsala University, Sweden
12. The Holy Communion for Children and Ritual Change
Olaf Aagedal, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion, and Worldview Research, Norway
aagedal@kifo.no
In 1993, The Church of Norway removed the age limit for taking part in the Holy Communion.
In the following years, teaching and practicing Holy Communion became an integrated part of
the church’s educational program for children. Parents became involved by giving admission
to the children’s new practice and by taking part in services, which included Holy Communion
for children. As a result, children often invited parents who never had taken part in the Holy
Communion, to join them in the ritual. My hypothesis is that children’s Holy Communion now
is changing the meaning and practice of this ritual in Norway. Until the end of the 19th century,
the Holy Communion was an obligatory collective ritual in Norway. In the beginning of the
20th century, because of the revival movements and Pietism, this tradition was changed and
the Holy Communion became a confessional act practiced only by the “true Christians”. Most
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of the parents in Norway today grew up with this understanding of the Holy Communion as an
exclusive ritual. Holy communion for children undermine this understanding of the ritual as a
confessional act, and open for a new ritual practice for their parents and other adults. The paper
is based on an ongoing project.
13. Who is Baptized? A Study of Socioeconomic, Regional and Gender Differences in
Child Baptism 2005 and 2015
Pernilla Jonsson, The Central Church Office, Church of Sweden, Sweden
pernilla.jonsson@svenskakyrkan.se
Andreas Sandberg, The Central Church Office, Church of Sweden, Sweden
andreas.sandberg@svenskakyrkan.se
Patrik Svensson, The Central Church Office, Church of Sweden, Sweden
patrik.svensson2@svenskakyrkan.se
The tradition of child baptism has changed radically during the last decades. In a time with an
increasing religious plurality and where young adults have looser connections to the church,
religious rituals and the cultural conditions for interpreting the meaning of them are under
transformation. During the past years Millennials, in the age of marriage and becoming parents,
seem to have a changing relationship to the church. Many “no longer believe in belonging”,
alternative ceremonies have been established, nonetheless Christian traditions and ceremonies
are common. The baptism rate has fallen from 79 percent in 1995 to 68 percent in 2005 and 44
percent in 2016, but still two thirds of the members of the Church of Sweden baptize their
children. The aim of this paper is to study patterns in child baptism practice in the Church of
Sweden in 2005 and 2015. We examine how differences in the practice of child baptism are
associated with socioeconomic, demographic and geographical variation. Microdata on the
parents of 102 000 children born in 2005 and 116 000 born in 2015 on church membership,
church confirmation, marital status, place of residence, income and education are analyzed with
logit-analysis.
14. The Sufi Ritual of Samāʿ: A New Perspective, by the Chishtī Master Mawlānā Khwāja
ʿUbaydullāh Multānī (d. 1888)
Muhammad Touseef, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, France
muhammad.touseef@etu.ephe.fr
Sufi ritual of samāʿ is one of the most conflicting issue between religious scholars and saints
across the Muslim world, in particular in Pakistan, a part of South Asia. Especially in the 19th
century, it became more complicated in both general concept and practice when integration of
Wahabism spread all over the country, in particular in the sub-continent. Sufi rituals passed
through that critical atmosphere where some doctrinal changes had been observed in Sufi
behaviours. The present paper, in this perspective, will evaluate the thoughts and concept of
Mawlānā ʿUbaydullāh Multānī, who wrote a very interesting manuscript in that context about
Sufi rituals, still unpublished entitled “Sharah Mufaṣṣal Qawl-i fasl fi al-Bayʿa wa al-Samāʿ”
and describes the bayʿa (initiation ritual) while the second part is devoted to the musical
practice of samāʿ. I shall focus on the second part of the book which is basically a defence of
Sufi ritual samāʿ, and I’ll investigate that how much its interpretations and explanations could
be apply on the samāʿ which will be a unique work in this perspective.
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15. The Democratization of Death Rituals and the Meaning of Eternity
Ida Marie Høeg, University of Agder, Norway
ida.m.hoeg@uia.no
This paper sets out to explore the meaning of eternity in everyday life. The paper will draw on
afterlife belief and its implications for ash disposal as ritual practice. Democratization of the
death rituals is a key word in this context. The individual freedom to handle death does not
only make the uncertainty of funerals and grieving, which comes with the secularization of the
Western society, but the privileged of individual autonomy. Inevitably, this implies a
redistribution of power. From the formal ritual agents – the funeral stakeholders, the
crematorium workers, and the minsters to the bereaved. The democratization of death rituals
seems to be an on-going process. It is a process that is continually reproduced, a way of
regulating power relations in such a way as to give the opportunities to influence the conditions
of death related behavers, to participate in and influence debates about key decisions which
affect how death will be handled – practically, ritually, and religiously. Observations from this
fieldwork show that the agency of individuals fill the legal space with ash scattering rituals.
The bereaved people make the room for death related actions more religiously open, varied and
personal.

5. RELIGION AND HUMOUR – NEGOTIATION AND CONFLICT
Session organizers: Pål Ketil Botvar, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview
Research, Norway, Ann Kristin Gresaker, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview
Research, Norway and Olav Hovdelien, Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway

16. Breaking or Building Borders: Muslims and Ethnic Humour in Two Norwegian
Comedies
Sofia Sjö, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
sofia.sjo@abo.fi
Previous research has highlighted how humour has often been used to create a wedge between
Muslims and the Western world. However, studies have also shown how comedic
representations can be used to challenge preconceived notions of what it means to be Muslim,
Western or both and create a space for agency. This paper examines two Norwegian comedies
with central Muslim characters: Import-export and Tommy’s Inferno. Building on previous
research on ethnic humour, romantic comedies and teenage comedies, the analysis highlights
how Muslim characters and religious themes in these films are used to challenge and develop
certain genre conventions. The Muslim characters are argued to be clearly stereotyped, but they
are also shown to fill important functions in relation to other characters, bringing with them
essential alternative perspectives and characteristics. Together the films point to areas of
cultural tension, but also the possibility of cultural products such as comedies to help deal with
these tensions.
17. The Use of Humour in Alternative Religious Magazines
Irene Trysnes, University of Agder, Norway
irene.trysnes@uia.no
This study addresses the link between alternative religiosity and humour. Alternative religiosity
is characterized by an openness to the spiritual world, focusing on various forms of practice
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related to meditation, therapy and self-development. It has be described as a pick and mix
religion were individuals pick and choose beliefs from different religious directions, such as
Hinduism, Buddhism and Western esoteric religiosity. This article looks at how humour is used
as a tool in two alternative religious magazines. It describes the content of humour and the
contexts in which humour is found in these magazines. The aim of both magazines is to spread
information of alternative religiosity, alternative lifestyles and different alternative treatment
methods. Humour occurs in different contexts in the two magazines and changes over time.
However, humour is rather a rare tool and has a subordinate function. It is often used to spread
information about alternative lifestyles. It also appears as part of an alternative self-presentation
and seeks to create a positive communitive identity.
18. Norwegian Stand-Up Comedians’ Jokes on Religion
Ann Kristin Gresaker, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion, and Worldview Research, Norway
gresaker@kifo.no
Norwegian stand-up comedy has been criticized for being unpolitical and harmless and
Norwegian comedians are not considered to be risk-taking. Is this also the case when religion
is on the agenda? This presentation examines how Norwegian comedians deal with the topic
of religion. Based on interviews with nine comedians with different religious backgrounds and
self-identifications, the paper explores the comedians' experiences of producing humour on
religion and their views on acceptable and non-acceptable humorous portrayals of religion. The
preliminary findings show that although the comedians believe it is fundamentally
unproblematic to make fun of all religions, there are still some religions that are easier to
“tackle” than others. The idea of the comedian as an uncompromising religious or social critic
and defender of freedom of speech is for some an ideal. However, few comedians regard
themselves in this way.
19. Functions of Religious Humour
Andreas Häger, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
ahager@abo.fi
The aim of this paper is to explore possible functions of and justifications for the use of comedic
material in religious communication. Some examples from the majority churches in the Nordic
countries as well as from American televangelism are used. Possible functions that are common
to the use of popular culture in religion in general, include making the church more attractive,
providing “safe” entertainment for Christians, and producing good art. One function particular
to religious humour is its role as a pedagogical or rhetorical device, making the theological
points clearer or more convincing. Another and arguably the most fundamental function of
religious comedy is the creation of a community in the group who understands the joke. Some
religious comedy clearly requires a religious literacy, an understanding of as well as agreement
with the theological points. One reason for resistance to religious comedy from some Christian
circles may be that jokes that are too accessible to the general public fail to serve this purpose
of creating a community and drawing a boundary between “us” and “them”.
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6. THE CATEGORY OF “RELIGION” AND STATE CONTROL
Session organizers: Teemu Taira, University of Helsinki, Finland, Tuomas Äystö, University
of Turku, Finland and Riina Keto-Tokoi, University of Turku, Finland
20. What’s the Use of the Category of “Religion”? Registering Religious Communities as
a Case
Teemu Taira, University of Helsinki, Finland
teemu.taira@helsinki.fi
Sociologists of religion have paid attention to issues concerning religion and state as well as
religion and law, but they have not usually focused on how the category of “religion” operates
in state and law. By using registration of “religious communities” in Finland as the primary
point of discussion this paper examines how “religiosity” of various groups is negotiated in
registration processes and why such a category is seen as useful (or even necessary) by some.
This opens up a discussion about the state-led governance through “religion” and the
involvement of majority churches in such processes. This paper argues that the overall impact
of registration system (particularly as it is in Finland) is that it pushes people and groups to
present themselves as religions and register themselves because of the benefits included in the
registration, but at the same time the registration system provides further legitimation for the
privileged role of established churches. By using this example it will be suggested that studying
the relationships between the category of “religion” and governmental practices is relevant for
the sociology of religion.
21. Category of Religion in the Finnish Criminal Court
Tuomas Äystö, University of Turku, Finland
tjayst@utu.fi
Unlike most European states, Finland continues to actively apply religious insult or blasphemy
style legislation, which is rooted in the national legal history. Building on the discussions
regarding the discursive study of religion in particular, the paper examines how religious
groups and insults against religious sentiments, on the one hand, and ethnicity or race related
categories, on the other, are constructed by the officials and the defendants in cases applying
the said law. It argues, that the ways in which the defendants construct the targeted groups with
terms considered to be about religion, ethnicity or race affects the ways the officials construct
these groups. This includes the practical abolishment of the formal legal category of religion
in favour of the popular one. Furthermore, while being part of the established religion discourse
improves the chances for benefitting from the religious insult legislation, the said law, applied
quite inconsistently, is found to be relatively ineffective avenue for groups seeking justice amid
speech or actions considered to be religiously offending.
22. Legal Cases as Source Material for the Sociology of Religion
Lene Kühle, Aarhus University, Denmark
lk@cas.au.dk
A strong North American tradition of employing material from legal cases to study the position
of religion in contemporary societies exists. Research on Europe legal cases (except in regard
to ECHR) has so far been more scare and mostly legal in character. This paper will suggest that
this is connected to both differences between legal systems (common law versus continental
law) as well as the often poor public access to legal documents. The paper will furthermore, on
the basis of examples from the Danish legal system, discuss what can be gained from
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employing legal source material in the sociology of religion. It will suggest that legal case
material can constitute both important material for tracing how religion is constructed in the
legal system, but that the legal material can also constitute crucial and often rich material for
gaining access to societal conflicts around religion from authority conflicts in mosques to
conflicts over access to specific web addresses.
23. Explicit Contents, State Advisory? Exploring Lawfare and Lived Religion
Helge Årsheim, University of Oslo, Norway
helge.arsheim@teologi.uio.no
This paper examines the extent to which legal regulations and adjudication promote more
explicit and clear-cut forms of “religion” over less clearly formulated, implicit and “lived”
forms of religion, and the potential origins of this mechanism. Contesting the claim in much of
the critical literature on secularism, religious freedom and law and religion that “lived religion”
is somehow “distorted” or misrepresented in legal regulations and jurisprudence, the paper
argues that “law” and “religion” have always coexisted and interacted, fostering specific
litigation strategies, or “lawfare”, among religious communities that have become an integral
part of their self-understanding and conceptions of authority. Drawing on a handful of recently
adopted regulations and jurisprudence on religion in the Nordic region and internationally, the
paper argues that core legal concepts, like religious freedom and non-discrimination, are never
interpreted or applied unilaterally, but develop reflexively through the interaction between state
actors and religious organizations and individuals who use the legal system strategically to
strengthen their position, both internally in their communities, and in wider society.

7. MAJORITY RELIGIONS, MIGRANTS, AND INTEGRATION
Session organizers: Peter B. Andersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark and Pål Ketil
Botvar, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview Research, Norway
24. Views on Multiculturalism among Young People in Norway and Sweden
Pål Ketil Botvar, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion, and Worldview Research, Norway
pal.ketil.botvar@kifo.no
Among the Scandinavian countries, Sweden is known for its liberal stance towards refugees.
Norway has a stricter version of immigration and integration policies but is less restrictive than
Denmark. Recent flows of migrants and growing anti-immigration sentiments have put
pressure on these countries` policies regarding religious diversity and multiculturalism. The
question raised in this paper is: What are young people`s views on multiculturalism in Sweden
and Norway and what role does religion play? Is religion part of a nationalistic orientation that
opposes multiculturalism or are religious people more supportive of multicultural ideas than
the non-religious? The empirical analysis is based on quantitative surveys among more than
2000 young people (17–19 years) living in metropolitan areas in Sweden and Norway. The
sample consists of 685 “Christians” and 311 “Muslims”. To what extent do those in a religious
majority position differ from those in a minority position when it comes to views on
multiculturalism? The paper will discuss deprivation theory and the influence of perceived
conflicts and discrimination on political attitudes. Preliminary results show that discrimination
based on ethnicity have other effects than discrimination based on social status or ideology.
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25. Church Tax. Tax or Membership Fee?
Sidsel Kjems, Copenhagen University, Denmark
smk@ifro.ku.dk
The established churches in Denmark, Finland and Sweden are mainly financed by a church
tax, which secures high levels of income for the churches. To enhance equality, the church tax
system was extended to minority religious organizations in Sweden. This legal focus on equal
opportunities does, however, far from create an equal situation. Furthermore, one could ask
whether private organizations should be financed by a tax like income at all? And is church tax
a tax or a membership fee? Taxation theory is used to analyze the phenomenon of church tax.
Church tax is a tax-like payment to an organization(s), for which it is a complex matter to
determine whether it is private or public. Church tax is used to finance the running costs of the
established church. Hence it is not obvious that it is used to finance public service and
administration, which is part of what constitutes a tax. From a legal perspective, church tax is
a voluntary payment, as membership of the established church is voluntary. Seen through the
lenses of behavioral economics and choice environment theory, church tax is a default payment
with low visibility, which makes it a de facto tax to many Danes.
26. Priests as Strategic Actors in a Local Religious Field: Studying a Religious Minority
from a Theory of Fields Perspective
Anders Aschim, Volda University College, Norway
anders.aschim@hivolda.no
In Norway, the Catholic Church is simultaneously a religious minority and a multicultural
community. Utilizing the theory of fields as formulated by Fligstein and McAdam (2012) as a
theoretical framework, this paper studies recent developments in a fast-growing Norwegian
Catholic parish. Focussing on the two priests, a native Norwegian and an immigrant, as social
actors, we ask how their strategic choices respond to challenges and possibilities raised by the
recent migration wave. The parish is analysed as a social field, embedded in other proximate
and distant fields, perhaps even embedding smaller sub-fields. The paper discusses the
relationship between different groups within the parish, as well as the relationship between the
Catholic parish and the larger local religious field, dominated by a Lutheran majority church.
The paper is based mainly on qualitative data, collected through ethnographic fieldwork,
interviews and document analysis. Preliminary findings are that the priests, through the
strategic choice of collaboration and exchange rather than division of labour or competition,
have been able to maintain a relatively low degree of tension within the parish, strengthen their
own position as well as that of the parish, and that the Catholic Church has achieved increased
visibility in the local religious field.
27. Serbian Orthodox Church in Sweden
Sabina Hadzibulick, Uppsala University, Sweden
sabina.hadzibulic@crs.uu.se
The establishment of the Serbian Orthodox Church (SOC) in Sweden is closely linked to the
increasing number of Serbian immigrants in Sweden during the second half of the 20th century.
Today, the SOC represents the largest Orthodox Church of Byzantine tradition in Sweden.
Swedish Deanery (Svenska prosteriet) and the Swedish speaking Orthodox parish of St Anna
of Novgorod (Den heliga Anna av Novgorods församling) are also under the jurisdiction of the
SOC. This paper focuses on the establishment and the current position of the SOC in Sweden.
Also, the role and the mission of the SOC in Sweden, as seen by its representatives as well as
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practitioners in Sweden, will be investigated. The discussion is based on the analysis of
literature and various documents, as well as interviews conducted with different actors related
to the SOC church in Sweden.
28. The Invisible Rise of Latin-American Evangelical Christianity in Sweden
Emir Mahieddin, Uppsala University, Sweden
emir.mahieddin@crs.uu.se
60,000 Latin-American citizens live in Sweden nowadays. In Stockholm only, around 4,000 of
them are members of an Evangelical, Pentecostal or Charismatic congregation. They are part
of an awakening among migrants in the capital of the so-called most secularized country in the
world, Sweden. In spite of their success, they remain pretty invisible in the Swedish landscape.
Although they share a common cultural background and religious belief, the Evangelical LatinAmerican milieu in Sweden is far from homogeneous. In this presentation, I explore the
diversity this milieu displays, and how this diversity follows the lines of legal, and or political,
constraints and opportunities. I will try to show how these different situations give rise to a
diversity of theological positions, possibly referred to as cultural matters. I will also question
the reasons of the relative invisibility of these communities in the contemporary Swedish
landscape, which might be an advantage for a quiet and steady growth in suburban Stockholm.

8. RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY: EXPERIENCES AND RESPONSES
Session organizer: Douglas Ezzy, University of Tasmania, Australia
29. Religious Boundary Making and Cosmopolitan Identities: Comparing Muslims,
Christians and Nonbelievers in a Super-Diverse City
Ariadne Driezen, University of Antwerp, the Netherlands
ariadne.driezen@uantwerpen.be
This paper investigates the role of religion in identity constructions among Muslims, Christians
and Non-believers in Antwerp. In Europe, Islam is increasingly portrayed as the negative
“other” in public and political discourse, whereas for European Muslims, religion remains a
highly valued identity dimension. Our research focuses on this rising prominence of the
religious boundary and aims to examine if a cosmopolitan identity might function as a bridging
identity. Therefore, we examine: (1) To what extent Muslims, Christians and Non-believers
identify with (sub)national and transnational identities; (2) Whether the religious symbolic
boundary is salient in a super-diverse city; (3) How Muslims, Christians and Non-believers
differ (or not) in their meaning making of the cosmopolitan identity. Bivariate and multiple
linear analyses were conducted on a dataset of 1039 youngsters in the 5th and 6th year of
secondary education in Antwerp. Our results, firstly, indicate a high salience of the religious
boundary. Secondly, they reveal a strong cosmopolitan identification among Muslims (89.6%),
Christians (83.9%) and Non-believers (88%) (stronger than the European and (sub)national
identities). Interestingly, on the one hand, these groups share a common discourse of being a
“world-citizen”, while on the other hand, they hold a varying understanding of this identity.
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30. Silence and Sameness and Self-Information Control. Why Staff at The Norwegian
Church Abroad Avoid Politics
Lars Laird Iversen, MF Norwegian School of Theology, Norway
lars.l.iversen@mf.no
This paper is based on field interviews of the staff of the Norwegian Church Abroad (NCA) in
the USA in the run-up to the 2016 presidential election. A key finding is that the staff actively
avoids controversial political topics, such as immigration, racism and LGBTQ+ issues. Ellis
(2017) shows how micro-interactional norms encourage an atmosphere of silence around
disagreement in a Catholic conversion class. Expanding on her insightful arguments, I
investigate a similar process from the point of view of the staff of a church institution. The
silence can be understood from at least three interconnected angles: First, political discussions
may threaten the sense of relaxed conviviality that NCA staff encourages. Second, political
disagreement on deeply fraught emotional issues challenges a sense of national sameness that
constitutes part of the social constitution of the NCA. Third, the NCA has a long-standing
culture of not creating situations where visitors are expected to provide information about their
own faith. I argue that this culture of faith information control may be enduring and mutating
from Evangelical standards of faith and morality to culture war cleavages.
31. The Problem with Mosques and Temples: What Explains the Attitudes of Finns
towards Public Visibility of Culturally Alien Religions?
Kimmo Ketola, The Church Research Institute, Tampere, Finland
kimmo.ketola@evl.fi
Religious diversity in Finland has increased markedly since the turn of the 1990s. Since then,
there have been numerous building projects for new kinds of sacred buildings in the Finnish
townscapes. Some of the projects have created heated public debate and some plans have failed
at least partly due to public opposition visible symbols of culturally alien religions. This paper
presents results of a nationally representative survey (Gallup Ecclesiastica 2015, N=4,194) that
inquired about the Finns’ attitudes toward sacred buildings of various religious traditions. The
reasons behind the positive and negative attitudes are analysed though multivariate analysis.
The main objective is to see whether and to what extent religiosity, secularity, national
sentiments, and/or discriminatory attitudes explain the attitudes toward various kinds of sacred
buildings. The findings indicate that the attitudes have more to do with national pride and
attitudes toward social discrimination than religiosity and religious difference.
32. Minimising Social Conflict Relating to Religion: The Role of Anti-Discrimination
Legislation
Douglas Ezzy, University of Tasmania, Australia
Douglas.Ezzy@utas.edu.au
Minimising social conflict relating to religion, and maintaining social cohesion, is an ongoing
challenge as Australian society becomes increasingly ethnically and religiously diverse due to
migration, the ageing membership of Christianity, growing numbers of those with no religion,
and the rise of new religious movements. Religious anti-discrimination legislation is a key
policy tool to minimise social conflict related to religion. Arguments against including religion
as a category in anti-discrimination legislation tend to conceptualise religion as belief and focus
on abstract philosophical or legal arguments. Arguments for including religion as a category in
anti-discrimination legislation focus on the lived experience of religious discrimination,
harassment and vilification. This pattern is identified through an analysis of the discussion of
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religion in public submissions to the 2016 inquiry into Australia’s Federal anti-discrimination
legislation.
33. Ethnicity and the Administrative Structures of Selected Churches in the Nigerian City
of Calabar
Christian Onyenaucheya Uchegbue, University of Calabar, Nigeria
uchegbue@yahoo.com
The complex interaction of ethnicity and Christianity has mutual effects on each other and
influences the attitudes and actions of Church members and the society. This paper is concerned
with the relationship between ethnicity and Christianity in Calabar. These are determinant
factors in the socio- political and economic life of Calabar. Inter-ethnic disharmony has
adversely influenced all aspects of relationship in this city. Similarly, Christianity there has
made tremendous impact on the various systems of the society by preserving or powerfully
transforming the existing structures of the society. To what extent can the various forms and
expressions of Christianity in Calabar be associated with the conditions of interethnic
relationship prevalent in the society? What mutual effects do ethnicity and Christianity have
on each other with reference to Church administration? The paper seeks to investigate these
issues. From interviews questionnaire and church records, a study of the leadership structure
of selected churches was carried out. The findings show that the appointment and election of
leaders in some churches reflect ethnic considerations while they do not in some others. Based
on these findings, the paper concludes that Christianity both reinforces and reduces the effects
of ethnicity and vice versa.

9. YOUTH AND RELIGION
Session organizer: Ida Marie Høeg, University of Agder, Norway
34. Continuity and Change in Finnish University Students’ Worldviews
Karoliina Dahl, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
karoliina.dahl@abo.fi
In this paper, I present how Finnish university students describe their religious, spiritual and
secular identities with regards to continuity and change. The period of emerging adulthood is
often described as a period of great changes, including changes connected to religion. The
attitudes towards institutional religion among Nordic populations have often been
conceptualized through the term “believing in belonging”. However, it is argued that this notion
no longer applies to the religious attitudes of the young generation of Finns, for whom tradition
and culture as such are not enough to keep them as church members. My paper is based on fifty
Faith-Q-Sort-interviews with university students aged 20-30. FQS is an instrument for
assessing subjectivities and positions on worldviews and religion, ranging from negative
attitudes to favourable ones. The FQS-interviews provide insight into young adults’
worldviews as well as to the experienced changes and continuities in their religious, spiritual
and secular identities. Most of the university students do not report a lot of change, instead
expressing continuity in their religious, spiritual or secular identities. However, belonging to
the church is not always in line with the religious/non-religious identity they express,
highlighting a complex relationship to the church.
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35. Young Christian Identity in a Secular Country
Tore Witsø Rafoss, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion, and Worldview Research, Norway
tore.rafoss@kifo.no
This paper examines faith and religious identity among young (18–28), Christian Norwegians.
The paper is based on qualitative interviews with young Norwegians who self-identify as
Christians. The paper examines themes such as the nature of faith and Christian identity, the
Bible, the Christian community and relationship to family and friend. One main goal is to
examine if young Christians feel at home or as a minority in a Norwegian society that is
increasingly secular. As one interviewee stated: “In Norway, it is now easier to come out of the
closet as gay, than as a Christian.”
36. Religious Socialization: A Critical Assessment
Maria Klingenberg, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
maria.klingenberg@teol.uu.se
Religious socialization remains a widely used concept in studies of individual religion that
takes an interest in the social patterns that underline the formation of religious attitudes.
Whereas both theories and empirical studies point to the family’s essential role as socialization
agents, empirical studies have also directed vast attention to the role of religious organizations
for young people’s religious attitudes. Recent years have entailed a growing body of critique
towards this narrow focus and called attention to the socialization agents and religious identities
that are being neglected. This presentation departs from contemporary conceptualizations and
research of religious socialization. Building on findings from the research project Young
Adults and Religion in a Global Perspective, a mixed-method study on religion and values of
university students in 13 countries, the presentation offers a critical assessment of religious
socialization as a theory by drawing on the main findings regarding socialization from the
project.
37. Hybrid Religious Identities of Gen Z Australians
Anna Halafoff, Deakin University, Australia
anna.halafoff@deakin.edu.au
Contemporary sociological studies of religion, and notably Meredith McGuire’s (2008)
research on Lived Religion, have highlighted hybrid religious identities as both on the rise and
as a significant methodological issue. A recent study of young Australians participating in the
multi-faith youth movement InterAction, demonstrated that some of them, and some of their
parents had hybrid religious identities (Halafoff 2018). This was uncovered through qualitative
semi-structured interviews and narrative research methods. Our recent Australian Research
Council funded study on the Worldviews of Generation Z Australians (2016–2018) set out to
further investigate hybrid religious identities primarily using quantitative methods. Our survey
allowed for Australian young people to specify that they had more than one religious identity.
It also explored Australian Gen Z’s relationship with spirituality and various spiritual practices,
be they religious, spiritual or non-religious. Our findings show that hybridity is certainly an
emerging characteristic of young Australian’s religious identity and lived experiences, and they
also raise additional methodological queries as to how to measure this accurately in and beyond
Australian.
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38. Simplifying Diversity – Experiences from a Survey on Youth and Religion in Sweden
Maria Klingenberg, Uppsala University, Sweden
maria.klingenberg@teol.uu.se
This paper presents how orientations to religion was operationalized in a quantitative study on
youth and religion in Sweden. While religion pertains to a variety of beliefs, experiences,
practices and attitudes, researchers who conduct quantitative studies often find themselves
needing a single measure of religion that can be used as an independent variable in their
analyses. The variable(s) selected as measures of “religion” in a study therefore constitutes a
critical site for the direction and results of study. A specific challenge in the Swedish context
is to account for not only a variety of religious orientations, but also, varied dimensions of nonreligion. In this paper, I present the criteria for the items that were included in the cluster
analysis that resulted in the measure used, and present the findings that suggest four main
orientations towards religion amongst Swedish youth.

10. RELIGION IN CARE – CARE IN RELIGION
Session organizers: Anne Birgitte Pessi, University of Helsinki, Finland, Anna Sofia Salonen,
University of Helsinki, Finland and Jenni Spännäri, University of Helsinki, Finland
39. (Im)moderation in Everyday Food Consumption
Anna Sofia Salonen, University of Helsinki, Finland
anna.s.salonen@helsinki.fi
Food is a powerful means for care: It is a way to take care of ourselves, of others, the
environment, and society. This paper provides preliminary insights from a study that explores
how people who do not necessarily identify as religious and who live in diverse or secular
societies construct their identities in relation to and in cooperation with other people and the
non-human world, by taking foodways as a starting point. The study starts from the premises
that, as “secular spiritual disciplines” (Grummet, 2014:4), foodways constitute a sphere of
everyday life where meanings, significance, purpose and order are constructed and maintained.
In the context of affluent societies, in our everyday food consumption we are constantly invited
to pose the question of how to lead an ethically sound life in the midst of culture characterized
by excess. The study focuses in particular on the virtue of moderation: What is considered as
adequate, suitable, sufficient or reasonable with regard to food consumption in an affluent
society? And how these questions might give us food for thought into theoretical reflection on
ordinary ethical conduct and lived (non)religion?
40. Reciprocal Care and Worldview Negotiations in Older Adults’ Group Activities
Jenni Spännäri, University of Helsinki, Finland
jenni.spannari@helsinki.fi
Research on care has focused on care recipients and care providers – while less attention has
been given to care as an intersubjective, relational, reciprocal process, illustrated eg. by
Bernhard Weicht in his 2015 book The Meaning of Care. This paper investigates care in the
context of wisdom and philosophy oriented groups of older adults, the data consisting of five
focus group interviews. The groups examined vary in their type from an advisory board of a
religious organization to a discussion club at a lifelong learning institute, but all of them
manifest reciprocal relationships. The focus of the analysis in this paper are the moments where
the reciprocal care and caring, and negotiating questions regarding worldviews and philosophy
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meet. How does the various worldviews and the discussions in the groups shape the shared
landscapes for care: What kinds of potential sources of conflicts and cohesion are there? The
results illustrate 1) that explorations of wisdom, philosophy and worldviews have distinctive
connections with reciprocal care and caring, and 2) that group activities for older adults can be
important arenas of care, even if the groups are not focused on care per se.
41. Cooperation between the Religious and the Secular in Welfare Services: Producing
Choice for Clients?
Susanna Rieppo, University of Helsinki, Finland
susanna.rieppo@helsinki.fi
The position of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Finland as recognized actor in welfare
activities has been based on a long history in shaping and producing them, and on contractual
cooperation between municipalities and parishes. This is being challenged due to changes in
public welfare services, which emphasize neutrality, efficacy, and competition between
different service providers, and the possibility for client to choose from these providers. This
paper asks how cooperation of religious and secular actors in this given situation is constructed
and experienced in everyday life. Results are based on empirical findings on partnership
between public social services and the Church in Helsinki. The everyday cooperation of these
agents takes place in Kamppi Chapel located in the Helsinki city centre. The Chapel is a place
where people with differing needs for help can meet parish and social service employees for
personal discussions and help. Data consist of statistical reporting on these encounters in 2017
and survey data from clients and employees. Preliminary results offer an insight into the role
of religion in needs for care and meeting them. They also show boundaries of religious and
secular in welfare services and ways how crossing these is constructed by everyday cooperation
and choice for client.
42. Religion through the Prism of Welfare. The Contribution of Research about Religion
and Welfare to Sociology of Religion in the Nordic Countries
Annette Leis-Peters, VID Specialized University, Norway
annette.leis-peters@vid.no
The intersection between religion and welfare has attracted a growing interest in several
research disciplines during the past fifteen years, including (empirical) theology, political
science, social work, civil society studies and sociology (of religion). Based on a meta-analysis
of academic databases, the paper gives a review of the most important research results in this
field in the Nordic countries. It tries to trace trends in research and asks if the research has
changed over the years. The overarching aim of the paper is to evaluate the importance of this
field of research for ongoing debates in the sociology of religion, such as secularization and
growing diversity, Nordic complexity or religion as performance. Has research about religion
and welfare contributed to develop theories in the sociology of religion in the Nordic countries?
Or has the field developed apart from other theoretical debates in the sociology of religion.
The paper intends both to take stock of a specific research field and to identify relevant areas
for future research.
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11. JOURNALISM, SECULARIZATION, AND RELIGION
Session organizer: Henrik Reintoft Christensen, Aarhus University, Denmark
43. Between Secularity and Religious Diversity: Journalistic Dilemmas and Strategies in
Contemporary Sweden
Mia Lövheim, Uppsala University, Sweden
mia.lovheim@teol.uu.se
This paper explores how increased religious diversity and coverage of, in particular Islam in
media and political debates, affect the roles and professional ethos among Swedish journalists.
Traditionally, a secularist stance has been the basis for an impartial, factual and critical
coverage of society. In the latest decades these values have been combined with a focus on
cultural pluralism, including religion, faith and other life views, in for example the policy
documents of public service media. In opinion pages of the daily press a shift has occurred
from a radical secularist stance to a more inclusive approach to religion as vital for democracy
in a more religiously and culturally diverse society. The paper will present findings from
interviews with Swedish journalists and editors in public service broadcasting, leading morning
papers, the tabloid press and the religious press. The paper will present main themes concerning
views of current reporting on religion, reflections on whether and why a change in reporting
has occurred in recent years, and key dilemmas in handling situations that calls for new ways
of accommodating traditional journalistic professional values with the responsibilities of giving
a more accurate picture of the role of religion in contemporary society.
44. Religion and Journalism
Henrik Christensen, Aarhus University, Denmark
hc@cas.au.dk
In one of his aphorisms, the German philosopher Hegel compares the reading of newspapers
with prayer. Reading the news is the modern substitute of the premodern morning prayer, but
also in the literature on religion and media it is common to talk about the convergence of
religion and media in general. This paper discusses if there are similarities and possible
convergences between religion and news media (journalism), in particular, as well as how we
can understand their co-development and relationship. The aim is to show that their codevelopment has been shaped by secularization, and how a more recent post-secular trend is
reshaping them again. The historical development of journalism and the historical processes of
secularization are discussed and a number of theories of secularization is examined in order to
understand what role they ascribe media and news (journalism). The second part of the paper
examines new types of journalism that have surfaced recently. The first case is “constructive
journalism” and the second is “mindful journalism”. These two cases show both the indirect
and the direct linkages between religion and journalism, and tap into the convergence theory
illustrating some structural similarities between religion and journalism.
45. Locating Mediatized Civil Religion – Theoretical Considerations
Jere Kyyrö, University of Turku, Finland
jjkyyr@utu.fi
The paper rethinks 1) the problematics of defining civil religion and 2) the implications of
mediatization hypothesis on the concept, and argues that a) in the 2010s the study of civil
religion should take mediatization into account, b) that instead of defining the concept on the
basis of belief in supernatural or transcendent reality, the question of the relation of civil
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religion and “religion per se” should be left as an open question, and c) that the questions of
sacredness, symbolic capital and legitimacy should be in the focus of the definition of the
concept. Furthermore, the paper makes space for an approach that looks at civil religion in
terms of exchanges between different types of capitals. Thus civil religion should be seen as
coterminous with the legitimate capital of the national field. What counts as legitimate in
relation to the nation is under dispute, and protecting or criticizing certain versions (e.g. folk
church oriented, nationalist, liberal-multiculturalist) of civil religion are related to capital
exchanges between different fields. The theoretical discussion will be reflected on empirical
examples from Finland and other Nordic Countries.

12. RELIGION AND EXTREMISM
Session organizer: Uzair Ahmed, University of Oslo, Norway
46. Religious Sectarianism and Religion
Uzair Ahmed, University of Oslo, Norway
uzair.ahmed@sosgeo.uio.no
The issue of identity, which is often viewed as important for second and third generations of
western Muslims, is becoming more sectarian in nature. This paper examines construction and
preservation of sectarian –Sunni and Shia – identities and relations amongst Norwegian
Muslim men, with a particular focus on the role of ideology. Some scholars have argued that
Muslim youth who adopt an extreme identity are not motivated by religion. However, some
studies still indicate that ideology is arguably a significant factor in the identification process
of Muslims. An analysis of data collected, so far, through qualitative field research, in 2015
and 2018, within the framework provided by framing theory, demonstrate that the most
plausible explanatory causes for understanding adoption of hostile sectarian identities and
relations amongst the respondents are outreach by and intensive socialization with adherents
of hostile sectarian frames. However, identity construction is a complex process in which other
factors may also play a significant role. The same is true with regard to rejection of hostile
sectarian identities and relations. The findings, so far, highlight the varying role of ideology.
47. Explaining Hostile Interreligious Attitudes
Eylem Kanol, WZB Berlin Social Science Center, Germany
eylem.kanol@wzb.eu
So far very little comparative evidence is available on the prevalence of hostile attitudes
towards religious out-groups. Considering the intensification of sectarian conflicts in recent
years, and the increase in interreligious violence around the globe, there is a need to further our
understanding of these hostilities. To explore how widespread such attitudes are across the
three largest Abrahamic religions, I employ data from representative surveys fielded by the
WZB among 9,000 respondents in 7 countries (Cyprus, Germany, Israel, Kenya, Lebanon,
Palestine, and Turkey). By using a feeling thermometer, I measure respondents’ attitudes
towards religious out-groups. In addition to these descriptive findings, I investigate the driving
factors behind hostile interfaith attitudes. There is a rich body of literature examining out-group
hostility using a social psychological framework. Previous research has also documented a
strong relationship with hostility towards religious out-group members and religious
fundamentalism. Using several survey items, I construct four religious indices that measure
different dimensions of respondents’ religiosity: religious identification, religious orthodoxy,
religious knowledge and religious fundamentalism. The aim is to disentangle religious
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fundamentalism from other forms of strong religiosity. While controlling for other relevant
factors such as socioeconomic variables, I test the predictive power of social psychological and
religious explanations.
48. Everyday Resistance – The Counter Narratives of Jihadism
Marius Linge, Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway
marius.linge@jus.uio.no
In public discourse, young Muslims are often associated with fundamentalism, sectarianism
and radicalization. In the debate about Islam, conservative and liberal activists are the most
vocal interlocutors. In this project, we provide the «silent majority» of ordinary practising
Muslims with a voice. The data material draws on qualitative interviews with 90 young adults
with various ethnic and theological backgrounds. The study sheds light on how everyday Islam
resists extremism. Everyday resistance is a continuing struggle for the meaning of notions such
as Jihad, martyrdom, Sharia and judgement day. Public programs are not necessarily the most
important tools in preventing extremism. Our project exposes counter narratives from below,
shaped by young Muslims in school, in the streets and among friends. These stories show how
Muslims explain, delegitimize, and ridicule extremism and extremist groups. These actors and
narratives are in the frontline of counter-radicalization.

13. RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY: EXPERIENCES AND RESPONSES
Session organizer: Douglas Ezzy, University of Tasmania, Australia
49. The Protection of Cultural Diversity against New Religious Movements: A
Multiculturalist Paradox Exemplified in Colombia
Jean Paul Sarrazin, Universidad de Antioquia, Colombia
jean.sarrazin@udea.edu.co
The purpose of this presentation is to analyze the arguments given by the Constitutional Court
of Colombia in an important Sentence dating from 1998, a Sentence which established the
jurisprudence concerning religious issues in ethnic groups. In this Sentence, the State
authorized several sanctions imposed by the traditional authorities of an ethnic group against a
number of individuals (belonging to the same ethnic group) who wish to follow an Evangelical
church in their indigenous reserve. The arguments presented by the Court revolve around the
State’s duty to protect ethnic and cultural diversity by preserving “native religions”. Therefore,
it is assumed that religious change causes the destruction of indigenous culture and the State
must prevent natives from changing their religion. In this paper, those arguments are carefully
analyzed in the light of recent anthropological and sociological theories about identity, cultural
boundaries, pluralism, and religion. It is concluded that the way in which the multiculturalist
state aspires to protect ethnic and cultural diversity is counter-productive and incompatible with
the actual recognition of religious diversity.
50. Cool Culture and Religiosity as Acceptance or Hindrance to Religious Diversity
Anders Bäckström, Uppsala Religion and Society Research Centre, Sweden
anders.backstrom@crs.uu.se
Religious institutions always interact with society. During the 20th century this interaction was
supposed to come to an end. Today it is clear that this assumption was based on a definition of
religion as something for “others”, often depicted as migrants who believe contra Swedes who
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know. In Sweden, culture is understood as cool or broad and inclusive. It is based on the “rule
of the law” and is linked to modernization and to the emancipation of the individual, rather
than close family ties. This is also true of religion, which is similarly perceived as cool and
inclusive. The question is if this inclusiveness opens up for accommodation of new beliefs or
if it demands assimilation to a secular society for full citizenship or if it is something in
between?
51. Questioning People or Ideas? Swedish Teachers on Controversial Issues in the RE
Class Room
Anders Sjöborg, Uppsala University, Sweden
anders.sjoborg@teol.uu.se
Maximilian Broberg, Uppsala University, Sweden
maximilian.broberg@teol.uu.se
Malin Löfstedt, Uppsala University, Sweden
Malin.Lofstedt@teol.uu.se
Recent studies in Sweden have pointed out that many teachers of Religious Education (RE)
avoid what is seen as sensitive or controversial issues in RE and rather give priority to so-called
facts. This implies that expected learning outcomes, which are central to the national curricula,
are being relinquished. In the present study, teachers of RE in compulsory and upper secondary
schools in Sweden have been observed, interviewed and surveyed regarding their teaching.
Special attention is given to whether they experience tensions or challenges in their teaching
and how they deal with these challenges. In political science and civics education, the concept
of controversial issues has been of great relevance to illuminate problems and opportunities in
contemporary education (Ljunggren 2015; Englund 2015; Hess 2009). The present project asks
if religious diversity and personal experiences of religion on the part of pupils and teachers are
seen to create controversial issues, and if so, what teachers do about such tensions. Another
way of asking this question is, what is being seen as a controversial issue in the Religious
Education classroom and how do teachers deal with it? What can this say about the role of
religion in contemporary society?
52. From Secularization to Pluralization. Changing Religious Paradigm in Mexico?
Armando Garcia Chiang, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, México
agch@xanum.uam.mx
Religion in the history of Mexico is a key element in understanding the cultural reality of the
country. In fact, we have to say that in Mexico not only does there exist a collective memory
or a reservoir of symbolism fund linked to the Catholic Church, but this institution continues
to be a central social actor. However, the first years of this century were an undeniable setback
for Catholicism. We can talk about changes in the nature of the religious that opened new
perspectives for study, particularly the study of the process of secularization. To this respect,
it suits to clarify that in Mexico, the concept of secularization is one of the two dominant topics
in the analysis of religion and, as in the Western world, a small but influential group of
researchers considered the loss of the centrality of religion to be an inevitable constant. In this
context, it is possible to say that the paradigm of secularization should be replaced by the
analysis of the pluralization of the religious seem a better manner to approach the study of
religious in the larger Mexican cities.
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14. THE POLITICS OF RELIGIOUS NATIONALIST EXCLUSION
Session organizer: Eviane Cheng Leidig, University of Oslo, Norway
53. Buddhist Islamophobia: Transcending the Nation?
Iselin Frydenlund, Norwegian School of Theology, Norway
iselinfrydenlund@gmail.com
By looking at recent anti-Muslim sentiments and practices in “Buddhist nationalist”
movements in Myanmar and Sri Lanka, this paper seeks to explore to what extent new Buddhist
concerns over Islam and Muslims shape local figurations of “Buddhist nationalism”. Recent
research has focused on local drivers of “islamophobia” in Sri Lanka and Myanmar, but so far
little attention has been paid to its global or transnational drivers. This paper locates “Buddhist
islamophobia” within its regional and global contexts, exploring to what extent “islamophobia”
contributes to an ideological shift in Buddhist nationalism: from ethno-nationalism to a transnational religious identity formation. Building on the works of Thomas Csordas, John Durham
Peters and Rogers Brubaker, I suggest “portable practice” and “transposable message” as
analytical tools for discussing Buddhist “nationalism” and Buddhist islamophobia from global
perspectives, exploring the ways in which Buddhist activist groups are informed by global
practices and portable messages beyond their confined ethno-linguistic boundaries. In my
material, I identify a re-conceptualization of the “nation” vis-à-vis a defined global Other,
making the axiomatic term “Buddhist nationalism” problematic. “Buddhist protectionism” is
thus suggested as a more adequate term than “Buddhist nationalism” to capture this reorientation in a global context.
54. Lynchistan: How does Vigilante Justice Frame the Discourse on Minority Rights and
Identities in India
Palak Rao, University of Oslo, Norway
palakr@ulrik.uio.no
Under the current nationalist government, India has seen several cases of well-organized
groups of young Hindu men who are informally part of the state apparatus, targeting and killing
Muslims in the name of cow protection. They call themselves Gau Rakshaks i.e. cow
protectors. Having conducted both formal and informal interviews with victims and individuals
leading the cow protection movement in the two biggest right-wing organizations in India, RSS
and VHP, this study wanted to understand the motivations for violence committed, the impact
of vigilante justice in framing Muslim rights and identities, and whether an ethnoreligious state
and its arms can be committed to rule of law. There are three preliminary findings from this
study. Firstly, vigilante justice is an interesting phenomenon to study because on one hand, it
seems to be empowered by the state and on the other hand, it is also against the power of the
state due to lack of trust. Second, the mob lynching is a public site where the very existence of
Hindu cow vigilantes shows the physical, ideological and structural creation of “exclusionary
identities” of the Muslims. Lastly, universally, it is understood that the state is the duty bearer
of human rights.
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55. From Cyber-Hindutva to Ab Ki Baar Trump Sarkar: Indian Diaspora Support for
Brexit and Trump
Eviane Cheng Leidig, University of Oslo, Norway
eviane.leidig@c-rex.uio.no
In many ways, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s success in 2014 foreshadowed the
current emergence of a populist radical right revolt in the West. The Brexit referendum to leave
the EU and Trump’s success in the US general election in 2016 sparked new waves of
discussion on nativism, nationalism, and the far right. Within these analyses, however, very
little attention has been devoted towards exploring the transnational ideological circulation of
Islamophobia. This paper thus explores the role of the Indian diaspora as a mediator in populist
radical right discourse in the West. It foregrounds a diasporic Hindutva (or Hindu nationalism)
in the UK and US, along with the evolution of “Cyber-Hindutva”. The paper then discusses
how a number of Indian diaspora voices have taken to Twitter to express pro-Brexit and proTrump views. It consequently presents a year-long data collection of these account users. It
highlights how diasporic Indians interact and engage on Twitter in order to fuse Hindutva into
the populist radical right discourse; diasporic Indians become translators, not only furthering
populist radical right narratives, but helping it adapt towards new boundaries of
inclusion/inclusion. Ultimately, the paper aims to demonstrate how diasporic Indian identities
become embedded into exclusivist national political agendas of the populist radical right in
Western societies.

15. CONTESTING RELIGION. THE MEDIA DYNAMICS OF CULTURAL
CONFLICTS IN SCANDINAVIA
Session organizer: Mia Lövheim, Uppsala University, Sweden
56. Contested religion and media dynamics
Knut Lundby, University of Oslo, Norway
knut.lundby@media.uio.no
To which extent do media dynamics play into the contestation of religion? This is a core
question in the Scandinavian CoMRel project, “Engaging with Conflicts in Mediatized
Religious Environments”. The project is part of a programme on “The Cultural Conditions
Underlying Social Change” at the Research Council of Norway. CoMRel studies the media
dynamics in controversies over religion in three different environments: Contested visibility in
public service media, conflict and dialogue in local civic settings, and mediatized conflicts in
public schools. CoMRel researches how conflicts and tensions on religion in such public spaces
are shaped and often intensified in intricate interactions between the media formatting, on the
one side, and the social interaction among media users, in social media and face-to-face, on the
other. The focus, then, is on the interplay between media representations of religious conflicts
and the social interactions relating to the contentious issues. Over time, such processes may
contribute to transform the public expressions of religion, as suggested in the theory on the
mediatization of religion. CoMRel engages with and contributes to the further development of
this theory. CoMRel case studies offer insights into the media dynamics in controversies over
religion, under the increased cultural diversity.
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57. The Emotional Labour of Creating Religious Controversies Online
Mona Abdel-Fadil, University of Oslo, Norway
mona.abdel-fadil@media.uio.no
Drawing on an online ethnography of the Norwegian Facebook group Yes to wearing the cross
whenever and wherever I choose (YWC), I analyse the affective performance of conflict within
YWC. This research is part of the “Engaging with conflicts in mediatized environment”
(CoMRel) project. Here, I draw particular attention to trigger themes, emotionally charged
modes of constructing narratives, and the internal dynamics of the group when contesting
religion. My analysis points to the multiple ways in which entertainment and the politics of
affect may merge and be integral to mediatized conflicts about religion. The ethnography of
YWC sheds light on how a variety of users affectively perform the conflicts and interact with
one another in very different ways that either amplify or subdue the contestations of religion.
Upon conclusion, I argue that analysing the emotional labour that goes into affective
performances of conflict, provides a more grounded and nuanced picture, of how a variety of
social media users engage with mediatized conflict about religion, and the role emotion plays.
58. Attention, Please! Conflict-Centred Media Materials in Religious Education
Audun Toft, Norwegian School of Theology, Norway
audun.toft@mf.no
With mandatory religious education (RE), the Norwegian school system is both an important
provider of information about religion and an arena where young people encounter and discuss
questions about religion. In this presentation, I will discuss the relationship between RE and
media coverage of religion. Drawing on observations and interviews from a case study of
religious education in a Norwegian upper secondary school, I will explore some examples
where the media condition, or at least strongly influence, the way teachers and students engage
with certain contested issues about religion. Informed by mediatization theory, I argue that
teachers actively use conflict-centred media materials and discourses to address the
pedagogical challenges of making religion relevant and interesting to the students. These media
materials and discourses are favoured over others primarily for their attention-grabbing
properties. However, analysis suggests that in doing this they also adopt media frames and
polarization structures inherent in the materials used. In conclusion, I will argue that media
influence is most fruitfully analysed when considered a part of the pedagogical practice, rather
than an external influence. The study is part of the project “Engaging with Conflicts in
Mediatized Religious Environments” (CoMRel).
59. Media Islam: Countering Negative Stereotypes
Mattias Pape Rosenfeldt, Uppsala University, Sweden
mattias.rosenfeldt@teol.uu.se
In the Scandinavian context, the academic study of ‘Islam in the media’ is often associated
with expositions of biased discourse, stigmatization and negative stereotypes. This presentation
offers the argument that status quo is not quite as gloomy and monochrome as the pool of social
scientific studies on this topic may suggest. In fact, alongside increasingly contentious public
debates about Islam, upheld by media dynamics and populist political currents alike, we have
seen numerous examples of descriptive, interested, and constructive media representations of
Islam and Muslims. This study goes behind the scenes of two such recent TV-productions
commissioned by Danish Public Service provider DR; the TV satire show Still Veiled [Det
Slører Stadig] (2013), and the TV documentary Rebellion from the Ghetto [Oprør fra Ghettoen]
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(2015). Through in depth interviews with producers, editors and key actors, the study examines
intentions and ideas governing these TV-productions. On this backdrop, I outline different
strategies for generating public debate about cultural and religious problems, and discuss when
and how public service media can participate in transcending the standard conflict-ridden
public discourse on Islam. This research is part of the Scandinavian project, ‘Engaging with
Conflicts in Mediatized Religious Environments’ (CoMRel).

16. MAJORITY RELIGIONS, MIGRANTS, AND INTEGRATION
Session organizers: Peter B. Andersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark and Pål Ketil
Botvar, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview Research, Norway
60. Religion, Networks and Integration: African Catholics in Finland
Hanna Kaisa Piironen, University of Helsinki, Finland
hanna-kaisa.piironen@helsinki.fi
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in studies of immigrant religions.
However, the research in Finland has tended to focus primarily on Islam. Subsequent
developments in Catholicism have not received scholarly attention. Although the number of
Catholics in Finland is still marginal, the church has doubled its membership during the last
twenty years. At the beginning of 2018, approximately 15,000 Catholics were registered in
Finland, more than 50% of them first- and second-generation immigrants from multiple
countries of origin. Within Catholic congregations, this has created a situation with various
ethnic groups and languages dividing the same, “super-diverse” church space. This paper
focuses on one of these groups, African Catholic community in Helsinki metropolitan area.
Data for this analysis is collected by participant observation and semi-structured interviews.
The aim of this paper is to create an understanding of religious networks – both social and socalled “super-social” – in Catholic migrants’ everyday lives and discuss further the significance
of religion in their identity construction and integration processes.
61. Religious Identity When a Diaspora Turns from Temporary to Permanent
Anneli Winell, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden
anneli.winell@teol.uu.se
How can religious identity and religious meaning-making be understood and maybe effected
when a diaspora no longer seems to be temporary but permanent? Through the selfunderstanding of Assyrian/Syrian women, who have lived in Sweden for at least 10–15 years,
the aim is to explore the discursive understanding of the concept of diaspora, the practice and
experience of diaspora in a Swedish context. It is a qualitative case study in progress focusing
on religion and religious affiliation as a possible resource for religious identity and religious
meaning-making. The objective is to highlight women’s knowing and “doing” of diaspora, as
a response to tendencies of gender-blindness in diaspora-studies. The activities of men and
women may be conditioned by explicit and implicit norms and power structures – often
different gender roles and gender expectations that may be challenged and negotiated inside
the diaspora minority, and by its interplay with the surrounding majority culture. As for
example when intertwined religious and cultural traditions are challenged by the emancipation
of women, here demonstrated by women's engagement in prayer groups – still with respect for,
but outside the Syrian Orthodox Church – wanting an active religious role not traditionally
expected.
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62. Veil as Part of the Work Uniform in Finland
Katri Karhunen, University of Helsinki, Finland
katri.karhunen@helsinki.fi
Finland is a Christian country but even though Christianity is the norm in Finland, the habits
of other religions still seem strange. In the last few years, the using of religious clothing in
public places, especially the clothing used by Muslim women has been a subject of discussions.
Workplace has become one place, where using religious clothing has been questioned. There
are no common regulations, and the customs vary. For example, in the health care sector, using
veil is common, but the police officers cannot use any kinds of religious symbols/clothing. This
paper examines the veil as a part of the work uniform. I am interviewing Finnish-born Muslim
women who are working in the social and healthcare sectors. These women are Finnish, but
still their Finnishness has been questioned, together with their professional skills and education,
only because they use the veil. Can the veil be part of Finnish workplaces and Finnish identity?
63. Turban in the Public Sphere – Sikh Orthodoxy in the Norwegian Integration
Processes: The Benefits of Not Being a Muslim
Pär Johan Danielsson, University of Oslo, Norway
parjd@student.ikos.uio.no
In Norway, different religious minorities have in the last three centuries been targeted to
symbolize the antithesis of Norwegian national identity. In the social field of integration, a
doxa is reproduced: A minority is considered well integrated if they do not practice their
religion, at least not in public. The Sikh community has done the opposite, yet managed to
establish itself as the good example of the integration process. By using their own religious
tradition and orthodoxy as their central resource, by inviting to lectures in the gurdwara and by
arranging the popular Turban day in the center of Oslo, Norwegian Sikhs have managed to be
a minority that accomplishes public acceptance. With the slogan of “Making Norway the best
country in the world to be different”, the Sikhs has found a way of defining Sikhism in the
Norwegian society and they demand social and legal changes to make an increasingly orthodox
way of life possible in the frames of their code of conduct Sikh Rahit Maryada. What made it
possible?

17. RELIGION IN WESTERN SECULAR DEMOCRACIES: IN FLUX OR
INFLEXIBLE?
Session organizer: Robin Presthus, Aix-Marseille University, France
64. Evolution of the European Court of Human Rights and Effects on Religious Freedom
James T. Richardson, University of Nevada, Reno, USA
jtr@unr.edu
The European Court of Human Rights has in recent decades developed a jurisprudence that is
generally supportive of religious freedom as both an individual and a collective right. However
there have been some decisions that call that posture into question, particularly as affecting
Muslim practices in the region. Also significant changes have occurred in how the Court
processes submitted cases, including such innovations as “pilot judgments”, the participation
of NGOs in its proceedings, and the growing backlash against the increasing power of the Court
that has resulted in efforts to limit it purview. This presentation will summarize the developed
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jurisprudential pattern, as well as examine possible impacts of changes in how the Court
functions.
65. Religion in the Era of Trump and Macron: Contemporary Issues in American and
French Democracy
Robin Presthus, Aix-Marseille University, France
rdpresthus@gmail.com
The United States and France are two western democracies known for their long-held
commitments to freedom of religion, albeit in notably different ways. With the election of two
maverick presidential candidates, Donald Trump and Emmanuel Macron, many predicted the
end of separation of church and state as we know it. Have the new presidents truly changed the
face of religion in their republics? This paper will seek to better understand current changes in
the way religion interacts with the state, in the United States and France since 2016. In
particular, the paper will seek to evaluate the extent to which historic and unrivalled roles of
religion are being forced into question in the wake of continued demographic shifts. Finally, it
will discuss the most likely battlegrounds for change in the future. Special attention will be
given to the rising demographic of religious nones in the United States and the governing of
Islam in France.
66. Religion in the Consumer Culture: Marketization of Churches
Laura Hanna Kokkonen, University of Helsinki, Finland
laura.kokkonen@helsinki.fi
In my research I am focusing on the established churches and finding out how they are adapting
in the modern consumer culture. How is the marketization effecting to these old institutions
and shaping their communication? Theoretical framework of this research is the sociology of
consumption and viewpoint of branding as a concrete phenomenon of marketization. Finnish
folk churches (the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland and the Orthodox Church of
Finland) have a deepening problem: A number of members of both has been decreasing and
the Evangelical Lutheran Church has even encountered several crowd resignations, especially
during the 2010s. In this frame, new communication ways and models, such as branding, may
appear as a way for these institutions to affect their public image and maintain their position in
the society by staying relevant for people. In my paper I will discuss these issues and
contemplate some of my preliminary results.
67. Housing Markets without Halal Loans: Financial Exclusion of Nordic Muslims?
Malik Larsen, Aarhus University, Denmark
ml@cas.au.dk
How do you act if you reside in a society in which the financial system is based on interest, but
your own religious beliefs forbid you to interact with such transactions? Today, many Muslims
in European countries face precisely this dilemma of potential financial exclusion, when
dealing with topics such as house purchasing and mortgage, because the majority of Islamic
jurists still insist that Islam prohibits dealing with interest. Through a preliminary analysis of
about 30 interviews, this paper outlines some of the most important patterns in relation to
Nordic Muslim professionals (e.g. doctors, lawyers, or engineers), who refrain from obtaining
an interest-based mortgage due to religious values, even though their salaries offer them the
opportunity. This particular segment illustrates an interesting group of Muslims, who exhibits
a familiarity with their society, while still maintaining traditional religious views. Out of their
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choices a range of questions arise such as: How do they perceive their situation – as frustrating
or rewarding? What are the financial as well as social consequences? And, what type of
alternative solutions do they seek out instead of interest-based loans? This paper offers some
answers to these questions.

18. THE CATEGORY OF “RELIGION” AND STATE CONTROL
Session organizers: Teemu Taira, University of Helsinki, Finland, Tuomas Äystö, University
of Turku, Finland and Riina Keto-Tokoi, University of Turku, Finland
68. Filling Out the Gaps in Law – Also When There Is No Law. Some Principal Issues in
the Danish State Recognition of Religious Denominations outside the National Church
Margit Warburg, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
warburg@hum.ku.dk
Since the first free Danish constitution of 1849, state recognition of religious denominations
outside the national church by tradition has been granted on the advice of the Bishop of
Copenhagen. After a criticism of this practice, the government established an expert committee
in 1998 to advice the Minister of Ecclesiastical Affairs on concrete applications from the many
religious minority communities that wished to gain access to the different legal and economical
privileges following state recognition. The expert committee, where I served from 2001 to
2017, was in many ways an unusual construction. It should function according to the principles
of a Weberian rational bureaucracy; however, the legal foundation for its work was incomplete
and scattered, the main source of law being the Marriage Act of 1969. In the absence of a
dedicated law, the committee had to develop its own rules for recognition. The considerations
and experiences of the expert committee will be discussed in the light of definitions of religion
and theories of contemporary government administration. The presentation will also discuss
the latest development, where a new law on state recognition of religious denominations
outside the national church took effect by 2018.
69. Active Support and Public Funding of Religion – Values and Rights
Kristin Skarning Eriksson, MF Norwegian School of Theology, Norway
kristin.s.eriksson@gmail.com
The role of religion in the public sphere is increasingly debated in contemporary society, and
has in Norway raised the question of reasons and contingencies for public funding of religious
and non-religious worldview organizations. In an ongoing study (PhD thesis) asking how the
public role of religion in a pluralistic welfare society is understood, I have found that the debate
appears to be to some degree related to varying constructions of religion. The documentary
study is based on a Norwegian public commission report (NOU 2013:1 A Society open to
Religious and Worldview Diversity –Towards a Coherent Policy), and the public hearing
following the report. In the conference paper, I will present and discuss findings from the study
related to the debate on reasons for state funding, using a social cohesion perspective. The
perspective is chosen in the belief that this will provide insight into how differing constructions
of religion interact with differing understandings of how religion as practice and organisations
potentially can affect cohesion in society. Findings from the public hearing reveal different
understandings of, for instance “religion as a welfare good”, and “religious presence in the
public sphere”.
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70. Dealing with Religious Claims within the Norwegian Welfare System
Ragnhild Laird Iversen, USN University College of South East Norway, Norway
ragnhild.iversen@usn.no
This paper discusses how workers in a unit of NAV, the Norwegian Labour and Welfare
Administration, experience, interpret, react and act upon unemployed clients’ claims to reserve
themselves from certain activities based on their religious beliefs. The Norwegian legislation
states that unemployed citizens need to accept all kind of work and activity in order to receive
benefits from NAV. Officially there is no access to reject work based on religious conviction.
Still, workers in the street-level bureaucracy may interpret and choose to enforce the rules and
polices they are assigned to uphold differently (Lipsky 1969). This paper is based on interviews
with seven workers in a unit of NAV. The workers have different opinions when it comes to
interpretation of the legislation, and different experience with clients refusing to participate in
certain activities based on their religious conviction. A key finding is that the workers’ attitude
towards religion and their interpretation of freedom of religion may lead to different treatments
of similar cases within the social insurance system.
71. Impartial Sources and Other Justifications for Registering a Religious Community in
Finland
Essi Mäkelä, University of Helsinki, Finland
essi.makela@gmail.com
The presentation discusses how the evaluative board in Finland justifies decisions concerning
the registration of religious communities. I concentrate on the rhetoric and the construction of
the concept of “religion” in the evaluative statements. The focus is on three cases: La Sociedad
del Amor de Dios, a movement with Unitarian and Freemasonic influences, Finnish Extremely
Free Erisian Movement, a Discordian movement, and Karhun kansa, a Neopagan community.
Of these, Karhun kansa is the only currently registered community. The key question is: On
what basis does the board reject or approve the applications of new or “alternative” religious
groups? The presentation is based on my ongoing PhD research on the rhetoric and discourses
in the registration of new religious communities in Finland. The number of rejected
applications has been growing since the 1990s. These all concern minority movements, so the
research sheds light on the worldwide interest in state responses to minority religions. My
preliminary findings, are that the board of experts bases its decisions explicitly on some
research references while implicitly constructing justifications through the rhetorical use of
concepts such as “general knowledge” and “impartiality”.

19. RELIGION, POLITICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Session organizer: Lucian Cirlan, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes PSL (Paris-Sorbonne),
France
72. Dialectics in Tocqueville’s Analysis of the Relationship between Religion and Politics
David Huisjen, University of Helsinki, Finland
david.huisjen@helsinki.fi
In considering how freedom of religion came to be recognized as a human right, one of the
most significant analyses of the process is Alexis de Tocqueville’s, Democracy in America, in
which the young French aristocrat analyzes what he sees as both the risks and promises of
democracy’s inevitable conquest of Europe. Early in his research, however, Tocqueville
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discovered that the expanded role of religion in America, counter-intuitively due to their bold
new experiment in the separation of church and state, was one of the most definitive aspects of
American political culture. Using a basic textual analysis methodology, this paper looks at the
opposing pairs of principles that Tocqueville considered as part of his analysis of American
political and religious life: e.g. democratic vs. aristocratic government, freedom vs. equality as
guiding values, immanent vs. transcendent motivational rewards. In particular, it asks whether
Tocqueville’s assertion that “despotism may govern without faith, but liberty cannot” holds
true. It thus considers the values of an era when freedom of religion, as we now understand it,
was as yet non-existent, but when some of the key mutations in its evolutionary process were
taking place.
73. Political Religion – Everyday Religion
Pål Repstad, University of Agder, Norway
pal.repstad@uia.no
In many parts of the world, religion seems to be of increasing political significance. Many
studies in current sociology of religion focus on how religion is being politicized and on the
“religionization” of politics. Another important field in the sociology of religion during the last
ten years has been everyday religion or lived religion. Up to now, these two directions of studies
have been developed relatively isolated from each other. In this theoretical paper, I will present
some comments on these two perspectives on religion and try to give arguments for a closer
interaction between the two fields of study. For instance, what is the relation between
sentiments in daily life at the grass-roots and politicians’ attempts at creating what Zygmunt
Bauman calls official fears?
74. Ambedkar and the Ambedkarite Buddhist Movement in India
Pradip Barua, Mahachulalongkorn Rajavidyalaya University, Thailand
pradip.bow@gmail.com
This paper is a study of Ambedkar’s Neo-Buddhism and its movement after his death. It started
because of injustice, inequality, and liberality or against “Untouchables” that had been
periodically exercised by the high castes of India. Objective: (1) To study life and social
philosophy of Ambedkar in Indian context, (2) to study the neo-Buddhist Religious movement
in India, and (3) to study the evaluation of the Neo-Buddhist movement in India. Based on the
research: Ambedkar’s social philosophical theories gave a tremendous support of the NeoBuddhists social development; they have gotten freedom of speech, thinking, religious practice,
and they have achieved opportunities from the Government like others religions. Now, NeoBuddhists are actively working with socially engaged Buddhism.
75. Human Rights vs Traditional Values in Romania. Mobilizing to Define “Marriage”
in the Constitution
Lucian Cirlan, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes PSL (Paris-Sorbonne) and Groupe Sociétés,
Religions, Laïcités (CNRS-GSRL), France
petru-lucian.cirlan@etu.ephe.psl.eu
In spite of the on-going secularization process of the Romanian society, several significant
religious manifestations have occurred in the public sphere. The main agenda of the Christian
conservative associations is focusing on moral and sexual issues, like abortion, same-sex
marriage and traditional values, challenging the current legal framework. In this presentation,
I will analyze the relation between religion, politics and traditional values highlighting the
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emergence of the “Christian” civil society and its sources of mobilization and civic engagement
in Romania. I have undertaken ethnographic study, interviews and fieldwork during signatures
collection and public manifestations supporting the religious marriage perspective, which will
be presented in this paper. By using the case study of “referendum for family”, I argue that the
main religious actor, the Romanian Orthodox Church, is shifting from the traditional alliance
with the political power towards the mobilization of its confessional NGOs, for maintaining
the privileged position within the society. Therefore, this process of the believers’
“democratization” and the political participation aiming constitutional reform is challenging
the democratic values of the Romanian society and State secularity.

20. MAJORITY RELIGIONS AND NON-RELIGION
Session organizer: Helge Årsheim, University of Oslo, Norway
76. Approaches to Religion among Secular Young Adults
Sivert Urstad, University of Agder, Norway
sivert.s.urstad@uia.no
In this paper, I present the results a quantitative study that targets young adults between the
ages of 18–30, who do not have any kind of religious beliefs. I label this category “secular
young adults”. In this study, I look at whether or how secular young adults differ from young
adults in general, and how they relate to religion and religious rites. Findings suggest that
secular young adults do differ from young adults in general: they are primarily men with higher
education, are unmarried with no children. In the presentation, I will discuss how secular
socialization has different consequences for women and men. Although the same proportion of
the women report coming from a secular background as the men; a much higher proportion of
the women maintain or adopt a religious belief. An interesting aspect of the study is that
although the targeted category has no religion, a proportion of the secular young adults still
uphold membership in a religious organization and even prefer to celebrate rites of passage in
a religious manner. Finally, I will discuss the challenges of applying the notion of “nonreligion” within the Norwegian context.
77. Nones of Oslo: Indifferent in a (Post) Protestant Discourse
Erlend Hovdkinn From, University of Oslo, Norway
e.h.from@teologi.uio.no
This paper addresses non-religious identities in Oslo in relation to the dominant format of
religion in Norway. It is based on qualitative research for my PhD project; semi structured
interviews with 20 individuals in the age cohort 30–40, living in Oslo. How do non-religious
identities in Oslo relate to the majority religion in Norway, as represented by the Church of
Norway (CON)? Influential research in this field has shown that the non-religious populous
construct tend to construct their identities in dialogue and conflict with majority religions (e.g.
Zuckerman 2008; Quack 2014; Stahl 2015; Sakellariou 2016). With 71% of the population
affiliated with the CON we might expect that nones in Oslo would negotiate with the majority
religion in the same fashion. On the contrary, my informants appear surprisingly unconcerned,
both in their everyday lives and in the construction of their non-religious worldviews. The
cultural contingency of non-religion in Oslo seems less locally embedded than expected, but
not completely detached either. Dominant format of religion has proven to be valuable analytic
terminology in my research. The Protestant format is both neglected and confirmed: it affects
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nones’ perception of the religious other, but remains quite insignificant for their own nonreligious identity.
78. The Russian Orthodox Church and Moral Debates in Russia
Elena Stepanova, Institute of Philosophy and Law, Ural Branch, RAS, Russia
stepanova.elena.a@gmail.com
Since the first half of the 2000s, one could discern a gradual transformation of the ideological
atmosphere in Russia, which could be defined as the “morality turn”. The leading hierarchy of
the Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) has been deeply involved in the debates on the role and
place of traditional values in national identity of Russia’s past and present. The most discussed
topics include values related to family relations, abortion, reproductive technologies, and
sexuality. The influence of the ROC’s interpretation of traditional values over wider public
should not be underestimated since a considerable number of Russians see religion (Orthodoxy
in particular) as a cultural symbol of the country and ready-made tool for teaching morality. At
the same time, the ROC tends to attribute herself an exclusive role in the sphere of morality.
The promotion of traditional values is connected with the idea of Russia’s distinctiveness and
moral superiority over “sinful” liberal West. The link between [traditional] religion and
morality is strongly supported by the Russian political powers, which tend to delegate the
responsibility for moral improvement of Russian people to religious institutions.

21. RELIGION AND HUMOUR – NEGOTIATION AND CONFLICT
Session organizers: Pål Ketil Botvar, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview
Research, Norway, Ann Kristin Gresaker, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview
Research, Norway and Olav Hovdelien, Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway
79. “Putting the Fun Back into Fundamentalism”: Toying with Islam in Comedy
Mona Abdel-Fadil, University of Oslo, Norway
mona.abdel-fadil@media.uio.no
The iconic joke about “putting the fun back into fundamentalism” was cheekily delivered by
the renowned, British-Iranian, comic, Omid Djalili and was part of his early stand-up routine.
Intriguingly, the joke still stands its ground, roughly a decade later. In this presentation, I will
discuss three types of comedy genres that revolve around religion and/or religious othering.
Comedians such as Omid Djalili and the comics from the Axis of Comedy Tour, appear to have
succeeded in “putting the fun back into fundamentalism” by satirically deconstructing the tense
politicised climate in which the post 9.11 war on terror came to dominate. Later comedy trends
have ridiculed religious terrorists and other forms of ideological extremism, particularly in
reference to IS. Common for these comedic genres, is that they deal with emotionally taxing
and/or highly sensitive topics in specific ways. I will explore the argument that to a certain
extent, joking about controversial, serious, or politicised topics that “cannot be joked about”,
appears to be an essential part of what makes the jokes funny. Upon conclusion, I will reflect
on what I consider to be the broader political messages of these comedic genres, and the
“power” of ridiculing religion and/or religious stereotyping.
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80. The Relationship between Religion and Humour according to General Population
Surveys
Pål Ketil Botvar, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion, and Worldview Research, Norway
pal.ketil.botvar@kifo.no
The relation between humour and religion is complex. It can be described as both conflict and
dialogue. The Danish/Norwegian cartoon crisis in 2005/2006 and the attack on the French
magazine Charlie Hebdo in 2015 are incidents that have influenced the way both media actors
and the general population think about religion and humour. Data from a general population
survey in Norway (N=1500) constitutes the empirical basis for the paper. According to these
data different religious and worldview groups in society have distinct perspectives on religion
and humour. Sociologists of religion have developed typologies for understanding the relation
between religion and popular culture. These models can also be used when mediatized religious
humour is the object of study. From the perspective of religious participants, the dialogue may
take several forms: 1) Being challenged and inspired by mediatized humour on religion, 2)
Comparing and contrasting values between a religion and humour in the media, 3) Condemning
and opposing values and message in mediatized humour, 4) Using mediatized humour as an
ally in promoting certain causes, 5) Attempting to transform and redirect mediatized humour.
In this paper, I will discuss the perspectives or strategies that characterize different worldview
groups in society.
81. Religion and Humour: Breaking Barriers One Joke at a Time? The Case of Muslim
Stand-Up Comedians
Lina Molokotos-Liederman, Independent researcher in sociology of religion, London, UK
mololied@gmail.com
This paper is part of a new project and work in progress at the juncture of religion and humour.
It challenges the perceived incompatibility between religion and laughter in favour of the view
that humour, just as religion, have the potential to undo otherness and minimise the opposition
of “us” vs “them”. More specifically, this ongoing project attempts to shed light on the question
of whether religion and humour can work symbiotically to foster and strengthen interfaith
relations and, if so, how. The project has a two-fold purpose: To examine the role of humour
and laughter in bringing together and fostering understanding, especially between Jews,
Christians and Muslims; and to develop a research agenda melding religion, humour and
interfaith relations using an interdisciplinary approach. Based on a UK-based study of Muslim
stand-up comedians, the proposed paper will present some initial findings and emerging
research questions, such as mapping how religion and humour actually come together in the
field in specific comedy initiatives and productions of religious humour; asking if and how
they strengthen commonality and mutual understanding; identifying the key challenges in
doing so; and exploring what constitutes a so-called “appropriate” or “inappropriate” religious
humour.
82. Two Catholic Priests and Their Use of Humour in Different Forms of Media
Olav Hovdelien, OsloMet, Norway
olho@oslomet.no
“Anyone who lacks a sense of joy and cannot enjoy jokes is morally unsound.” The quote is
from one of the writings of St. Thomas Aquinas. Humour is communication. What makes
people laugh, or is considered amusing to some people, others find offensive and insulting.
One the one hand, humour can be a self-ironic and friendly way of communication, and thus
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be a force of inclusion. In a religious community, this could sometimes include making jokes
about their own religion. On the other hand, humour can be a force of exclusion and making
broader gaps between people or groups. Use of humour can also be used for expressing more
or less subtle criticism or disarming powerful people or institutions, including religious
institutions. In Robert D. Putnam’s terms, humour can be a force of bridging and bonding and
hence building social capital. In this paper, I will present a case study, which includes an
analysis of how humour is mediated, more precisely by two priests in the Roman Catholic
Church in Norway. The cases which are presented and analysed are found in the writings of
Norwegian Catholic priests, well known in Norwegian media.

22. WOMAN’S BODY BETWEEN SACRED AND SECULAR
Session organizer: Inger Furseth, University of Oslo, Norway
83. Religion, Attitudes to Abortion and Women’s Embodied Rights
Sarah-Jane Page, Aston University, UK
s.page1@aston.ac.uk
In England and Wales, abortion has been available under the consent of two doctors for over
50 years. Despite numerous attempts to change the law, very few amendments to the original
legislation have been made, and the general population remains largely in favour of access to
abortion. In recent years there has been an increase in anti-abortion activism outside clinics,
and this is usually of a religious character (Lowe and Page forthcoming). Prayer vigil activism
has few supporters, and their activities are seen as a threat to women’s rights to bodily
autonomy. Religion is upheld as a negative factor in promoting the anti-abortion stance and in
this sense, secular sensibilities over rights to abortion clash with certain religious sensibilities
towards attempts to restrict abortion. In this broader context, a qualitative in-depth interview
investigation was undertaken to ascertain the opinions religious individuals (from all ages and
across religious traditions) have towards abortion. This paper examines how, and to what
extent, participants discussed women’s bodily autonomy in the context of opinion-formation,
and the role that religion did and did not play in articulating their views.
84. Gender, Religion and Part Time Work
Ingunn Breistein, Ansgar University College, Norway
breistein@ansgarskolen.no
Irene Trysnes Irene, University of Agder, Norway
Irene.trysnes@uia.no
The research question of this paper is why a higher degree of women chooses to work parttime in the southern part of Norway than in the rest of the country. Through qualitative
interviews and analysis of local newspaper debates, we examine whether or not religious
worldviews play an important role in women’s choice of full-time or part-time work. Previous
research, mostly built on quantitative data, shows that the southern part of Norway has the
highest degree of women working part-time, and a majority of people with a conservative view
regarding the role of men and women in the family. This area also has the highest score of
religious activity, and is often referred to as the “Bible Belt” of Norway. Our informants state
that part-time work is connected to traditional family values, such as childcare, time squeeze
and wellbeing. The analysis of the newspaper debates show that the issue of part-time work is
still heavily debated and a “hot issue”. Our research shows that the connection between parttime work and religion is more complex than the findings of former quantitative research.
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23. NEW AGE AND ALTERNATIVE SPIRITUALITY
Session organizer: Lars Ahlin, Aarhus University, Denmark
85. New Agers versus Evangelicals. A Strong Division with Far-Reaching Implications
Jean Paul Sarrazin, Universidad de Antioquia, Colombia
jean.sarrazin@udea.edu.co
This article presents a comparative study between two types of believers: Those who adhere to
New Age alternative spiritualities, and followers of Evangelical churches. The objective of the
research was to find the sociocultural factors that are behind the choice between two strongly
contrasted, confronted, and mutually exclusive forms of religiosity. In order to analyze these
differentiated preferences, in-depth interviews were conducted of the two types of believers,
and religious practices and the social milieus were observed ethnographically. The conducted
research included aspects such as community relations, family origins, cultural capital and
dispositions acquired by individuals outside the religious contexts. It is concluded that
individualization is one of the key analytical categories to understand this religious division,
and that the attitudes assumed towards authority have a fundamental impact on the preferences
of these groups.
86. The Societal Background for the Explosive Growth of Alternative Therapy (Including
Yoga, Meditation and Mindfulness)
Lars Ahlin, Aarhus University, Denmark
lah@cas.au.dk
During the last 35 to 40 years, the use of alternative therapy (including yoga, meditation and
mindfulness) has had an explosive growth. During the same period, the whole economic system
has changed profoundly. From one inspired by John Maynard Keynes to one inspired by Milton
Friedman. The society has, as a result, been reshaped from a traditional social democratic
society to a society dominated by a neo-liberal ideology. This change has had a direct impact
on the life of everyone. I will discuss this impact with the point of departure primarily in
Richard Sennet and Axel Honneth. Further, the effects for the single individual will be
presented with help of statistics dealing with stress as a widespread disease. At this point
alternative therapy, and its explosive growth, will be discussed as a way of managing
symptoms, not as a way of healing the causes of stress. Eventually I will deal with the question:
To what extent is it possible to consider alternative therapies as religious/spiritual practices?
87. Tracking the “Religious” in Soka Gakkai International
Petra Tlčimuková, University of Hradec Králové, Czech Republic
Petra.tlcimukova@uhk.cz
Nichiren Buddhism represents one of the most successful Japanese Buddhist schools. Its
history dates back to the 13th century when the school was founded by the revolutionary monk
Nichiren Daishōnin. Throughout the 20th century, Nichiren Buddhism had become one the
most rapidly spreading form of religion in Japan and, especially through the activities of the
Nichiren Buddhist lay organization Sōka Gakkai International (SGI). It has also become one
of the most famous worldwide spread Japanese religions. The division line between the
religious and political has always been in many ways problematic for SGI. The organization
has been widely criticized for both its religious and political ways; it was the aggressive
conversion techniques that raised attention, on the one hand, and, among others, the strong
political power the organization received through the Japanese political party Komeitō, on the
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other. In this paper I present my ANT study of the SGI: I look at how the “religious” is
constructed and enacted in their cosmology and world-creating activities.

24. INTERRELIGIOUS RELATIONS – BRIDGE-BUILDING, DIALOGUES,
AND GOVERNMENTALITY
Session organizer: Ånund Brottveit, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview
Research, Norway
88. Theories of Integration and Religious Traditions
Magdalena Nordin, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
magdalena.nordin@lir.gu.se
In this presentation, theories on integration will be used when analysing the empirical data in
an ongoing research project of the Syrian Orthodox Church in Sweden. In the project, we are
investigating the relation between tradition and integration, in other words, how processes of
integration are related to the role of religious traditions. The processes of integration will be
studied from the perspective of external integration, which is closely related to processes of
socio-structural integration, and from the perspective of internal integration, meaning how
religious traditions are re-interpreted, reconstructed and upheld in religious organizations due
to external integration. In the presentation, we will present some of the theories connected to
these two perspectives, such as classification of modalities of governance of religious diversity
and the theoretical model “cultural memory.”
89. Religious Diversity - Dialogues, Interrelations and Governmentality
Ånund Brottveit, KIFO Institute for Church, Religion and Worldview Research, Norway
anund.brottveit@kifo.no
Norway has faced an increasing religious diversity due to secularization, individualization and
demographic changes. The increasing diversity has excited interest and concern among
authorities, leaders of faith and worldview communities, media, and citizens, which leads to a
politicization or re- politicization of religion. Initiatives like organized faith and worldview
dialogues and bridge building activities may be interpreted as a response to the increased
diversity and complexity. Is this an example of a new governance model for religious and
worldview communities, or is it an example of a grass root movement led by social
entrepreneurs? When we look at Oslo, the initiatives seem to have come both from public
authorities and from activists within faith and worldview communities, from above and below.
What has motivated the initiatives? We have listed goals such as mutual understanding and
tension reduction, improvement of religious rights, and better communication between public
authorities and the communities. One may ask, do the different actors really pursue the same
objectives? Have the faith and worldview dialogues been instrumentalized and implemented
as a new tool in diversity governance?
90. Governance of Religious Diversity in Germany
Anna Körs, University of Hamburg, Germany
anna.koers@uni-hamburg.de
While Peter L. Berger based his paradigm of the “two pluralisms” on the connection between
the social macro level and the individual micro level, empirical evidence shows that the
governance of religious diversity takes place in particular at the institutional meso level,
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thereby involving a broad spectrum of actors and varying significantly locally/regionally.
Therefore, in addition to the global and national perspectives, differentiated analyses of
smaller-scale units are necessary, which should not be viewed in isolation but process-wise in
their interactions. For this, the governance of religious diversity in a case study of the city-state
of Hamburg will be analyzed. Based on the concept of “governance”, different forms will be
worked out first, and it will be shown that, besides forms of “governance by religions” such as
interreligious dialogues, networks and contacts in the religious field, forms of “governance
with religions” emerge, such as “state-interfaith governance” as the collaboration between state
and interreligious actor groups, and in particular “contract governance” as a form of
cooperative relationship between state/politics and religious communities. The latter is
formative for the city-state of Hamburg, but at the same time interwoven with other forms, so
that the regulation of religious diversity appears as a complex network.
91. “Encounter of the Third Kind” The Bahai's – German Templars Relations in Haifa
and Akko at the 1870s
Shay Rozen, Avshalom Institute, Israel
Rozen_s@zahav.net.il
At the summer of 1868, two months apart from each other, two religious groups anchored at
Haifa harbor. The first were the Iranian Bahai's, the Second were the members of the
“Deutscher Tempel” society. Apparently, those two communities have nothing in common. On
the one hand, an eastern prophet that establishes a new religion that is based on the Shi'ih Islam
and as a political prisoner is sent to exile in the remotest part of the Ottoman Empire. On the
other hand, a group of German believers, whose faith is based on the radical section of
protestant Christianity, and who want to immigrate to the Holy Land to live their life in the
way of Jesus and his apostles. But for the observer from the shrine of the Bab, looking at the
German Colony or the spectator from the German colony, observing the Baha'i gardens on
Mount Carmel, there is a clear geographical connection between the two religious centers. The
theme of my presentation is to show other aspects of the Baha'is and the German Templers,
and other Protestant sects.
92. The Dynamics of Salafi Islam: Cooperation and Tensions within Pekanbaru Muslim
Society
Andri Rosadi, Western Sydney University, Australia
18296365@student.westernsydney.edu.au
The spread of Salafi Islam in Pekanbaru, Indonesia, has created religious dynamics between
various Islamic organizations and currents there. This has had two consequences: Salafi
cooperation with the local government, on the one hand, and tensions with some Islamic
organizations, such as Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) and Indonesian Ulemas Council (MUI), on the
other. Based on fieldwork in Pekanbaru conducted from July 2015 to April 2016, this paper
provides both a description of Salafi emergence and an analysis of their relationship with local
government and various Islamic organizations. I argue that the Salafis, represented by the al
Furqan Salafi Group (FSG), maintain a close relationship with the local government as part of
their strategy to expand their influence at both governmental and societal levels.
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25. THE CATEGORY OF “RELIGION” AND STATE CONTROL
Session organizers: Teemu Taira, University of Helsinki, Finland, Tuomas Äystö, University
of Turku, Finland and Riina Keto-Tokoi, University of Turku, Finland
93. Caught in Categories. A Case of Oligopoly Dynamics in the Penitentiary System
Kees de Groot, Tilburg University, Germany
c.n.degroot@tilburguniversity.edu
In most European countries, the category “religion” is understood from the perspective of the
dominant denomination. How is the category “religion” constructed in the multi-religious,
hyper-diverse and secular setting of the Dutch penitentiary system? I analyzed recent studies,
the organization of prison chaplaincy and subsequent surveys among detainees. Results
indicate that a relatively long history of religious diversity is reflected in the way the
penitentiary system deals with religion. Representatives of organized denominations –
religious or secular – are allowed to participate in a system that gives a status as civil servants,
while they are directed by their own head of chaplaincy (religious or Humanist). This system
promotes the formation of organized worldviews. The demand for chaplains of a particular
brand (market mechanism) is translated in a corresponding proportion of the staff complement
(state controlled). Thus far, representatives of the Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Humanist,
Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist and Orthodox “background community” have succeeded in obtaining
a position in this system. Indirectly, this oligopolistic system (Yang 2010) regulates religion
by promoting the formation of distinct categories, such as “Humanist” and “Muslim”.
94. The Formation of a Faith Community in Sweden. The Alevi Federation and the
Swedish State Support to Faith Communities
Hege Markussen, Centre for Theology and Religious Studies, Lund University, Sweden
Hege.Markussen@kansliht.lu.se
Regulated through The Act of faith Communities (1998) and The Act on support to Faith
Communities (1999), the Swedish state issues an annual contribution of more than 90 million
SEK in organisational grants to faith communities that meet a number of criteria related to the
size, organisation and stability of the community, as well as to the communities’ contributions
to strengthening the fundamental values of the Swedish society. The state support is channelled
through The Swedish Agency for Support to Faith Communities, which is in charge of
assessment of applications for state support and also gives general support to faith
communities. The Alevi Federation was registered as a faith community in Sweden in 2012
and became eligible for state support in 2015. Comprising six local associations in various parts
of the country, the federation serves approximately 4500 members. The majority of members
are migrants or children of migrants from Turkey and they are of both Turkish and Kurdish
background. This paper looks into the process of the Alevi Federation to become eligible for
state support and the ways in which the demands of the state influence the organisation and
activities of the community, and their definitions and categorisations of the Alevi religion.
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95. Obscuring the Control of State in Turkey: The Articulation of Discourse of Private
Islam
Riina Keto-Tokoi, University of Turku, Finland
rmketo@utu.fi
In 2012, the main opposition party in Turkey, the CHP, accused the ruling AKP of making
ideological and unscientific educational reforms. In this paper, I examine the debate in the
Committee on National Education, Culture, Youth and Sport of the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey and scrutinize how MPs of both the CHP and the AKP articulate the discourse of
private Islam. Furthermore, I explicate how this discourse obscures the state’s power over
Islam. Although the parties advocated different educational policies in the 2012 debate, their
articulation reinforces the hegemonic configuration of power by which the state as a public
institution controls private Islam. I use discourse analysis and discourse theory to analyze what
kind of discourse on religion, in this case on Islam, is articulated in the Turkish political
discourse. The focus of this paper is on how particular discourse on religion serves the interests
of two political parties, which are considered as opposite to each other, and what kind of
configuration of power that obscures.
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